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Abstract

Evaluating the Utility of the Test of Narrative Language
for Use with Deaf Children via American Sign Language

Elizabeth Laura Cravens, M.A.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2013

Supervisor: Mark E. Bernstein
Co-Supervisor: Wolfgang Mann

The expressive language tasks of the Test of Narrative Language (Gillam &
Pearson, 2004) were administered to eleven deaf, native signers and fifteen Englishspeaking hearing children who were between the ages of six and ten years old. These
tasks were administered to determine the appropriateness of this measure for use with
special populations and bring to light new information about children’s narrative
development and the differences in the language modalities of these two groups. Also,
the application of this information on future testing of deaf populations is examined. The
eleven native signers came from a single residential school for the deaf, and all had deaf
parents. The fifteen hearing children were recruited from a private school and through
associates of the primary investigator. The tasks were administered according to the TNL
v

manual’s protocol and script, with the primary investigator speaking English for the
hearing children and a native signer using American Sign Language for the deaf children.
Their narratives in these tasks were coded according to the standards of the test and
examined: factual story comprehension, story retell abilities (and inclusion of target
terms), story generation from a picture sequence, and story generation from a single
picture scene. This study found that though the hearing group outperformed the deaf
group on each task’s raw score, the specific subcategories of “Grammar” and “Story”
from the picture sequence-based story generation task, and the “Characters” and
“Vocabulary and Grammar” coding of the single picture-based generation task showed
ASL users as having stronger narrative skills as a whole. Specific target items from the
story retell also proved differentially problematic for the ASL group and should be
altered in future utilization of the TNL with deaf children. In the future, the need for
appropriate and representative testing of deaf children’s narrative skills should take a
higher priority, and greater understanding of the differences between ASL and English
will be desired for both test creators and those testing deaf children.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY
Populations of interest
Speech-language pathologists (SLPs) work with both children and adults who
have an array of speech and language difficulties. The SLP Scope of Practice (areas in
which they are legally prepared to work) includes: speech sound production, resonance,
voice, fluency, language comprehension, language expression, cognition, and feeding and
swallowing (ASHA, 2007). Developmental disorders (occurring during the childhood
years) in these areas are the focus of SLPs in school settings, childhood home health, and
pediatric private practice.
As a part of their job, SLPs conduct both formal and informal screenings (less
comprehensive testing) and assessments/evaluations of speech and language in order to
determine an individual’s need for assistance (ASHA, 2007). Once it is determined that
the individual does need treatment by an SLP they are added to the caseload and begin
receiving treatment. Treatment is administered to achieve their communication goals and
(ideally) assist them in reaching their highest possible performance in their area(s) of
need. Periodic testing is also utilized to gauge progress during treatment and as a way of
determining whether the client has met standards for discharge and dismissal from
therapy.
Challenges of testing
Appropriate testing for various areas of deficits is a challenge. Test creation takes
considerable resources (time, money, knowledge, and energy). Because of this, there are
a limited number of standardized or norm-referenced tests available. Testing for
1

alternative populations (non-English-speaking children, for example) adds another level
of difficulty. When a test is used with a population other than the one it was originally
developed for and normed on it loses its validity as an appropriate tool. This challenge
became especially salient during the primary investigator’s experience working with deaf
children.
Language testing of deaf children is especially challenging because deaf children
are expected to write in English (which is not many of these children’s first
language).Deaf children, who represent a small group of the portion of the population
with hearing impairment, write in English and communicate via either signed or spoken
methods. Therefore, their expressive language is tested via one of these two modalities.
For SLPs working with children with hearing impairment (including those who are deaf),
typically ASL is not their native (or first) language and some have almost no ASL
proficiency. So, testing of deaf children occurs in the second language of either the child
or the SLP. This is not a culturally sensitive means of testing and can lead to issues in
analysis and interpretation of test results (if the SLP does not know exactly what the child
signed or if the child had trouble receiving the question presented to them orally). Testing
a child in their native language will provide the most representative picture of their
ability. Therefore, finding assessment tools that can be valid for gaining understanding of
deaf children’s abilities will have important implications for SLPs working with this
alternate population.

2

EXPERIENCE AS CATALYST
I was placed in a residential school for the deaf for a SLP Externship (learning
under a licensed SLP) for the Fall of 2012, working with elementary-age students who
are educated via American Sign Language (ASL) as their expressive language modality.
This particular school educated students via the Bilingual-Bicultural approach (see the
Glossary for further information). While there, it became apparent that the resources
available for testing of these deaf children by SLPs were decidedly different than my
prior experience with hearing children of the same age. There was a smaller variety of
tests, and the tests being used were not always created according to the same standards as
those being used for hearing children. A portion of the children enrolled at this particular
school were deaf children of deaf adults, who represent an even smaller minority of the
deaf population at large (Mitchell & Karchmer, 2004; Niskar et al., 1998). This
experience caused me to wonder whether a particular test used at the University’s speech
and hearing clinic (the TNL) might be appropriate for use with this very specific deaf
population if administered in their native language modality–ASL.
Appropriate testing of deaf children
The evaluation instruments available for speech-language pathologists’ use are
presumed to have been put through a gauntlet of testing and research in order to filter out
which measures will tell the clinician the information they want to know about their
client. For testing of children at ages when their language is constantly changing and
developing, these measures need to be especially sensitive.
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However, many of the measures being used in the field of speech-language
pathology do not accurately represent children’s language. On the other hand, if one were
to find a test that is known to have appropriately high levels of sensitivity and specificity
in identification of language differences, this test may still be inappropriate for certain
populations. Speech-language pathologists working with deaf children encounter this
problem regularly. Even when they find a “gold standard” measure (that is known for
accurately portraying a child’s language) it has been normed and created for hearing
children. Thus, construction of assessment tools specifically for use with deaf children
has increased in recent years.
The primary investigator became interested in whether one of the preferred gold
standard assessment measures of narrative (or story-telling) language for hearing children
could be appropriate for use with deaf children of the same chronological age. This
assessment is the Test of Narrative Language (TNL), created by Gillam and Pearson in
2004, and published by Pro-Ed, Inc. The TNL was created for use with children ages five
through eleven. Gillam and Pearson (2004), in constructing this test, hoped to “provide
examiners with a norm-referenced, efficient, and accurate way of assessing children’s
ability to listen to and tell narratives.” According to the Examiner’s Manual (2004),
validity and reliability information were both examined extensively in the test’s
construction. The TNL has been found to have both high sensitivity and specificity in
accuracy of language differentiation amongst the array of hearing children in its
normative sample. This study aimed to determine whether similarly accurate results
would be found amongst a sample of deaf children.
4

Because of the primary investigator’s growing interest in valid assessment of deaf
children and the willingness of the SLP Externship school to participate in this study, a
sample of their deaf elementary-age students will be compared to similarly aged hearing
children. This comparison will be made to focus on differences that arise between the
population for which the test was created (hearing children) and the population that it
may be useful for in the future if adapted and administered in their native sign modality
(deaf children). The use of “typically-developing” children from both of these groups will
allow a look at narrative language development without the influence of other
developmental factors (i.e. co-occurring disorders or differences).
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The goal of this research is to examine various aspects of deaf children’s narrative
skills, as it relates to both academic and social performance. I will do this through the use
of a standardized measure, the Test of Narrative Language (Gillam and Pearson, 2004).
However, because this test was developed for/normed on hearing children, it leads to
several questions:


RQ1: Is it appropriate to use the TNL with an alternate population (deaf
children who communicate with American Sign Language)?



RQ2: How do the deaf and hearing groups (ages six through ten) compare
in terms of overall performance, as well as group differences by task and
target coding items?



RQ3: By comparing deaf and hearing peers, what inferences can be drawn
about young children’s narrative development?
5



RQ4: Does the use of this measure increase understanding of differences
in the two groups’ language modalities?



RQ5: Lastly, what predictions can be made about expected future
academic and social performance, and what needs for future research are
discovered based on the findings from the TNL?

HYPOTHESES
This cross-sectional study on elementary children’s narrative language, based on
the available research and prior experiences of the primary investigator, leads to several
hypotheses regarding this study’s outcomes:


H1: Increasing complexity and cohesion of stories is anticipated from age
six to ten within both groups, respectively.

Whether the children are communicating in the spoken or signed modalities, the
elementary years are still formative years in terms of language development and
academic growth (Hicks, 1990; Klecan-Aker, 1990). Ten year olds in both groups should
produce narratives (or stories) that are a closer approximation of the adult model than
their younger counterparts.


H2: It is also anticipated that the deaf children will produce more complex
stories at younger ages when compared to their hearing peers.

This hypothesis is related to personal experiences with elementary-age deaf
children’s storytelling abilities. Particularly in Deaf culture, narratives are an essential
part of communication. The stories produced in this visual-manual modality allow for
creation of detailed and entertaining stories with a greater number of cues than in the
6

spoken modality alone through the use of 3-dimensional space (among other things)
(Valli, Lucas, Mulrooney & Villanueva, 2011). Because the environment in which the
children are raised has an impact on language abilities (Gray & Hosie, 1996), it is
possible that deaf children’s stories will be complex at an earlier age due to the
differences in these linguistic characteristics of the two languages the children use.


H3: Deaf children’s overall expressive narrative score will be
unrepresentatively lower than their hearing counterparts.

I believe that because the coding of the test is standardized for hearing children
there is a likelihood of the deaf children’s overall expressive narrative score being
unrepresentatively lower than their hearing counterparts. Gillam and Pearson (2004) did
account for the “hearing impaired” population in their normative sample, but this did not
include anyone who could not be tested orally; therefore, no deaf children who use only
American Sign Language were included in this sample. The test was constructed for a
specifically oral population, so, the totality of the included test items will inherently favor
speakers of English based on the test’s construction.


H4: This test will prove to have utility as a measure of deaf children’s
narrative language.

Since we are coding the deaf children’s American Sign Language stories, taking
into account the complexities of American Sign Language grammar, it would be my hope
that the test would still prove to have utility as a measure of deaf children’s narrative
language. Appropriate administration in their native language and translation of the story
script into ASL should allow the deaf children to successfully produce narratives.
7

Analyzing these ASL narratives produced by the children will provide information about
the content, form and changes over time in their narrative skills- just in a “standardized”
way when using the TNL, since each story will be similarly coded. The time saved on this
type of narrative testing may be amongst its greatest potential uses for SLPs working with
this population (Huang, Hopkins & Nippold, 1997).
JUSTIFICATION
Standardized assessments that are used for measuring different aspects of language
and communication play an important role in understanding and diagnosing various
disorders, delays, and developmental differences, particularly for children. Another
important aspect of these measures is investigating the appropriateness of using the
assessment with varied populations. Narrative (or story) language is one of the most
common forms of language in the lives of young children. For example, children tell
parents about their days, share past events from their lives with others, and take their turn
during “show and tell” time–all of which are considered narratives. However, it is one of
the more difficult language skills to test, especially for populations like deaf signers, due
to minimal efficacious testing to rely on.
Narrative/story-telling is considered by many to be a cornerstone of language
development during the formative elementary school years (Griffin, Hemphill, Camp &
Wolf, 2004; Leitao and Allen, 2003; Paul and Smith, 1993; Worsfold, Mahon, Yuen, &
Kennedy, 2010). It is one of the most prevalent forms of language we use in everyday
interactions and are crucial for socio-emotional development, in addition to narrative
academic links. According to Worsfold et al. (2010), typically developing children are
8

able to use structured narrative forms in storytelling as early as five years old. However,
these authors claim that children with hearing impairment (greater than or equal to forty
dB losses) are disadvantaged due to language’s role in social and academic tasks
(including reading). Therefore, narrative development warrants further research, and
doing so in two different language modalities (visuo-gestural with ASL and verbal with
English) will contribute to greater understanding of deaf children’s use of contextual
language and, ultimately, guide practitioners’ academic and social expectations for this
target group.
Positive correlations between sign language skills and reading proficiency for deaf
children have been documented in both English and Dutch (Chamberlain and Mayberry,
2000; Hermans, Knoors, Ormel, & Verhoeven, 2008). Consequently, their sign language
abilities should prove useful in understanding children’s academic performance both in
the present and potentially predicting their future performance in school. Typically,
school-age children’s progress in language intervention is evaluated using normreferenced assessments or criterion-referenced measures (Tilstra and McMaster, 2007).
This use of standardized tests is common due to the fact that it is considered an objective
and reliable measure of a child’s relative standing (Gerard and Carson, 1990; McCauley
and Swisher, 1984). According to Wilson, Blackmon, Hall, & Elcholtz (1991), as many
as 88% of speech-language pathologists surveyed rely on standardized assessments in the
testing of expressive and receptive language of hearing children. However, amongst this
same sample population only 21% were either very satisfied or somewhat satisfied with
standardized language tests. Huang, Hopkins, & Nippold (1997) found the primary
9

complaints of speech-language pathologists about testing to be: time for administration,
time for scoring, test validity, and test reliability. Test validity and reliability are related
to the psychometric characteristics of the assessment measure. These characteristics have
been emphasized in the literature as being of the utmost importance when choosing an
appropriate test (Friberg, 2010; Spaulding et al., 2006; McCauley and Swisher, 1984).
Deaf children of hearing parents
Deaf children with hearing parents, who represent the majority of the deaf population,
have a diversity of language experiences growing up (Gray & Hosie, 1996; Mitchell &
Kirchmer, 2004). These range from parents who are fluent in ASL to those who only
communicate with them orally. This leads to a variety of different language models and
input (Knoors & Marschark, 2012). The lack of language exposure is likely to impact
later language development. Knoors and Marschark (2012) point out that there are
“standard” language acquisition orders and stages that differ based on whether the person
is a bilingual or monolingual speaker. Deaf ASL-users are communicating in ASL but
writing in English. Many residential deaf education settings teach in ASL but use written
English–therefore, their students are all “bilingual.” This approach to deaf education
where ASL is the language of instruction and the Deaf culture is supported is referred to
as the “Bilingual-Bicultural” (Bi-Bi) approach. On the other hand, deaf children of many
deaf parents are exposed early on to language input because their parents already know
ASL. This difference in language development between deaf children of deaf parents
versus those of hearing parents has brought to light some considerable differences,
though their performance has rarely been compared to hearing children (Knoors and
10

Marschark, 2012, p. 293). However, it is generally acknowledged in the available
literature that deaf children of deaf parents tend to perform better overall than deaf
children of hearing parents on a variety of measures (Chamberlain & Mayberry, 2000;
Knoors & Marschark, 2012). For example, the average literacy levels of deaf children of
deaf parents (with earlier input of sign language) are higher (Chamberlain and Mayberry,
2000). Others have found that sign skills and literacy skills are highly correlated, even
when age and nonverbal intelligence are removed as factors (Strong & Prinz, 1997). The
link of literacy to academic success is an important one.
TNL Selection
Though there are some language tests created for administration with deaf
populations via American Sign Language, such as the Test of American Sign Language
(Prinz, Strong & Kuntze, 1994) they are few in number (Haug & Mann, 2008; Haug,
2005). Those tests are also not focused exclusively on narrative discourse. However,
testing deaf populations’ narrative language is important in gauging language growth as it
relates to their academic and social development. This motivated the present study to
examine the relationship between hearing status and performance on the Test of Narrative
Language (Gillam & Pearson, 2004) and to determine possible implications for both
academic and social development. Specifically, this study will make comparisons
between ASL-using children and hearing, English-speaking children on a narrative
language measure. Similarly, early meaningful language input has even been shown to be
related to mental status and social and academic performance in deaf children (Knoors &
Marschark, 2012).
11

Friberg (2006) examined published tests that had an acceptable level of identification
of language impairment (80% accuracy), and she found that within these tests the Test of
Narrative Language (TNL) by Gillam and Pearson (2004) accounted for the highest
number of psychometric criteria, was one of only two tests to account for predictive
validity, and the only test to differentiate their sample population’s Socio-Economic
Status by household income. The TNL was the only narrative language test with
acceptable identification levels at the time of the article’s publishing. Similarly,
Spaulding et al. (2006) looked at 43 norm-referenced language tests with acceptable
identification accuracy and found that the TNL yielded the highest level of differentiating
scores between language-impaired and normal scores, as well as the highest combined
sensitivity and specificity (92% and 87%, respectively).
This test remains one of the only narrative language tests and is considered a gold
standard in the field of speech-language pathology. However, ESL populations (children
that speak languages other than English) have fewer standardized assessments available
for their use (in addition to the other challenges of language testing). The question at
hand is to determine whether the Test of Narrative Language (Gillam & Pearson, 2004)
can be a valuable tool for examining deaf children’s narrative growth throughout the
elementary years, as well as how their performance compares to their hearing, agematched counterparts. Understanding the utility of this test will add to the field of speechlanguage pathology, as well as to testing in academic settings for deaf and hearing
children.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
OVERVIEW
There has been an increasing research interest over time in the relationship
between narrative language and social and academic development. However, because
there are many aspects of language, narrative language has not been as widely studied in
the available research as other components of language (i.e. vocabulary, comprehension,
etc.). Even fewer studies have been published on the narrative language of deaf children.
Though some studies have examined narrative sign production (Braun, Guillemin, Hosey
& Varga, 2001) no studies directly compared hearing and deaf narrative productions via
the different modes of spoken and signed language using the same standardized
procedure. In the following sections, we will define and discuss narrative language. Next,
we will investigate narrative language development of both hearing and deaf children.
We will also review the assessment tools available for testing narrative language and
what has been found in prior studies on narrative language for both groups up to the time
of the present study.
NARRATIVE LANGUAGE
Defined
Narrative language includes stories, scripts, personal accounts, and retellings
(Hicks, 1990; Justice, Bowles, Kaderavek, Ukrainetz, Eisenberg, & Gillam, 2006). In the
present study, narrative language includes these different expressive forms (i.e. stories
and retellings) produced via either spoken or signed methods. This is distinct from oral
narrative language, which includes only spoken languages.
13

Significance
Narrative language skills are important for a number of reasons, including
successful participation in school-based learning activities and, thereby, academic
success (Hicks, 1990). Narratives are also tied to literacy levels of school-age children
(Hicks, 1990; Stadler &Ward, 2005; Rathmann, Mann & Morgan, 2007). Because of the
structural requirements of narratives, it has been argued that producing a narrative is
more difficult than just participating in a conversation (Hedberg & Westby, 1993). This is
important in analyzing children’s language; looking at both their conversational and
narrative skills may provide different information about their overall language abilities.
Furthermore, some research suggests that storytelling (or narrative language) helps to
“form a bridge to literacy, predict academic success, and relates to conceptual
development” (Stadler & Ward, 2005, p. 73). Prior to story formation, children require
knowledge of both temporal and cause-effect relationships, as well as theory of mind (the
knowledge that others can think and feel differently than we, ourselves, do) (Stadler &
Ward, 2005). Some researchers emphasize that the role of cognitive skills can play as
large a role as age level in the facilitation of appropriate story production (Wigglesworth,
1997). It seems clear that narratives have important links to overall development and
success of school-age children.
Further, it has been observed that children with language impairments at a young
age tend to continue to have language and academic difficulties at older ages (Johnson,
1995; Tilstra & McMaster, 2007). Therefore, identification of children with lower
language skills during the school-age years represents an important role for both
14

clinicians and teachers (Spalding, Plante & Farinella, 2006; Tilstra & McMaster, 2007).
The desire to identify students in need of language assistance spurred the development of
a wide array of assessment tools and methods (Huang et al., 1997; Spaulding et al.,
2006).The available research has examined in detail the indicators of language
differences and what methods best provide an accurate picture of a person’s language.
These methods of language assessment and interpretation (especially narrative language)
contribute to the present study.
Measuring Language
During the 1980s, the focus of language research shifted from analysis of single
utterances to text analysis and the organization of meaning across utterances (i.e.
narrative structure) (Liles, 1985). As a result, many studies did not focus on the entire
repertoire of narrative language, but rather focused on a particular type (Hicks, 1990).
Other authors were aware that few diagnostic tools available were appropriate for the
assessment of narratives and that the most frequently used measures in the 1990’s
focused on written, as opposed to oral, narrative skills (Johnson, 1995). One of the most
prevalent types of narratives is stories, which we use when communicating in our daily
conversations (Le, Coelho, Mozeiko, & Grafman, 2011). Because stories are such a
predominant part of daily life (i.e. conversations about past events), they make a logical
focus for narrative analysis. The TNL (Gillam & Pearson, 2004), with its story-based oral
narrative tasks, represents the future of narrative research and a shift to oral assessments
of language.
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Measures of Narrative Language
Story Grammar
One important focal point should be on story grammar. Story grammar, created by
Stein and Glenn (1979), is a method of coding stories that is widely used today. This
analysis method has been utilized with a wide variety of populations and narrative
contexts (i.e. wordless picture books, movie retellings, etc.). Story grammar components
include: setting information (time, location), an initiating event (problem), an internal
response (character’s reaction), an attempt (an action taken to solve the problem), a
consequence, and a reaction (emotional response of the character) (Stein & Glenn, 1979).
Furthermore, research has found that when children are specifically asked questions
about story grammar knowledge, those with language disorders answer fewer questions
correctly than those with normal language abilities (Liles, 1985).
Complexity of Narrative
The complexity of a narrative should also be considered. Research has found that
children without language impairment produce more complex stories (Klecan-Aker &
Kelty, 1990; Johnson, 1995). Klecan-Aker and Kelty (1990) broke the complexity of
storytelling down into the following hierarchy: heaps (whatever attracts the speaker’s
attention), sequences (where time sequence is not planned by the speaker), primitive
narratives (where characters, objectives and events are associated in some way),
unfocused chains (where things are connected through conjunctive cohesive devices),
focused chains, followed by the true narrative. A true narrative was deemed one that
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includes all components of story grammar and is thought to begin around age five
(Klecan-Aker & Kelty, 1990).
Completeness of Narrative
Another thing to examine in narrative analysis is completeness. A “complete”
episode is one that: identifies an initiating event or goal (character motivation), goaldirected action, and a direct consequence marking the success or failure of achieving that
goal (Stein & Glenn 1979; Le et al., 2011). It should be noted that a story may be
comprised of multiple episodes. However, it is important to keep in mind that both
organization and structure comprise “story goodness,” because a well-structured story
does not always mean a story is adequate in substance (Le et al., 2011). Particularly with
young children, the components of a story may be present but may still not be a story that
“makes sense.”
Coherence of Narrative
In addition to completeness, it is also useful to look at story coherence. Coherence
refers to the integration and interconnection of the content of a narrative (Nicolopoulou,
2008). The concept of coherence emerged in the research in acknowledgement of the idea
that story grammar analysis might miss what is interesting and complex about children’s
stories (Nicolopoulou, 2008). Unlike other types of analysis, there is no single strategy
used to achieve coherence. Similar to coherence is the concept of narrative cohesion,
which is created through the use of meaningful ties that directly relate two parts of a
narrative (Liles, 1985). For example, the use of appropriate references (which is one of
the items analyzed during story generation of the TNL) is one of five types of cohesive
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ties used in Liles’s research. Liles (1985) found that the subjects with known language
disorders produced greater numbers of error and incomplete ties than those with normal
language abilities (as well as having narratives of shorter length). Johnson (1990) also
found that children with language difficulties showed less cohesion in their narratives.
Considering Multiple Variables
Another consideration is examination of these components of narrative (i.e. story
completeness and story grammar) in combination, which has been found to give the most
accurate depiction of a subjects’ discourse performance when analyzed in combination
(Le et al., 2011). The context with which we examine these different aspects of narratives
is another important variable of language testing. For example, fewer story grammar
components were found in a story generation task than a story retell task (Ripich &
Griffith, 1988; Liles, Coelho, Duffy, & Zalagens, 1989). Research has found that story
generation conditions can bring to light story grammar and cohesive measure differences
that were not apparent in a story retell context (Liles et al., 1989). These authors also
claim that the comparison of results across two types of expressive storytelling tasks will
provide the most accurate picture of a subject’s discourse. Assessment measures
examining various components of narratives should do so through varied elicitation
methods when possible.
Sociocultural Considerations
Additionally, sociocultural differences in narrative styles must always be taken into
consideration (Hicks, 1990; Johnson, 1995; Stadler & Ward, 2005). For example, deaf
cultural differences in storytelling should be considered in contrast to English-speaking
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children. Culture can influence both the content and structure of narratives. It has also
been stated that narratives are linked to the social settings in which the narrative
discourse occurs (Hicks, 1990). Therefore, the educational settings of the children may
also influence their narrative output.
HEARING CHILDREN’S NARRATIVE LANGUAGE
Expected Development
The available literature on hearing children’s narrative language points to many
age and grade-related changes to narratives during the developmental years (e.g. Liles,
1985; Hicks, 1990; Klecan-Aker & Kelty, 1990; Stadler & Ward, 2005). Research has
found that younger children still produce episodically-bound stories, as opposed to stories
including full story element components (Nicolopoulou, 2008). Even second graders have
been found to think of non-episodically structured sequences as stories (Nicolopoulou,
2008). Therefore, it is anticipated that knowledge and understanding of what comprises a
story changes over time, increasing with age.
Specific research has focused on the developmental continuum of hearing
children’s storytelling skills. Labeling, then listing, then connecting, then sequencing,
then narrating is one such progression discussed in the literature (Stadler & Ward, 2005).
According to these authors, storytelling begins around age four. Prior to age four it is
believed that children have not attained the necessary cognitive development to support
storytelling. In the end, the most advanced narratives are those that include goal-directed
actions (Stadler & Ward, 2005).
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The changes noted on the previous page are related to children’s communication,
literacy, and cognition (Stadler & Ward, 2005). The abilities of young learners in all of
these areas can have an impact on their narrative production. The authors suggest that
parents frequently “label” in the child’s environment, but to help them transition to
“listing” one should connect verbs to the objects and to have conversations around a
central topic. Then, “connecting” can begin by relating the items within the central topic.
Next, “connecting” to “sequencing” can be supported through learning “when” temporal
sequences or “why” causality sequences. The final transition from “sequencing” to
“narrative” can be supported by reading to young children. Stadler and Ward (2005)
argue that narratives during the preschool years are unlikely, due to the fact that a child’s
“personal story” is less likely to lend itself to a true narrative structure and they have yet
to achieve the cognitive readiness for the reversibility of thinking required in storytelling.
This can be linked to the concept of theory of mind, which has been shown to develop
differently in hearing children than deaf children (Marschark, Green, Hindmarsh, &
Walker, 2003).Therefore, factors of social influence (particularly with children’s parents
or teachers) and cognitive readiness are crucial to narrative story production (Stadler&
Ward, 2005).
Multicultural Considerations
As mentioned above, the influential role of the caregivers and the child’s social
environment will have an impact on the child’s language development, including their
narratives (Silva & McCabe, 1996; Wang & Leichtman, 2000). Bilingual children in
particular may face challenges to narrative development due to differential narrative
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expectations between two spoken languages (Uchikoshi, 2005). The growing cultural
diversity of the United States combined with increasing attention to early intervention
with children serves as motivation for SLPs to take into account these differences.
Mainstream, English testing for these diverse populations can prove problematic, and it
should be remembered that norms may not apply to these varied groups.
A point of caution is that because of the multi-dimensional and developmental
nature of narratives, there will continue to be shortcomings in available research
(Johnson, 1995; Nicopoulou, 2008). Some of the noted drawbacks to the research
include: an exclusively “micro” structural analysis, difficulty coding data, and a lack of
sampling to demonstrate growth over time (Johnson, 1995).Additionally, the application
of norms in the presence of great amounts of individual variation will always be a
downside to any standardized measure (Johnson, 1995). However, with a representatively
large sample size and a range of “average” scores measures can still allow for variation.
A detailed look at how the children’s narratives are formed may provide the most useful
information about their language (Johnson, 1995).
ASSESSMENT FOCUS
Means of Assessment
There are a number of different ways to assess children’s narrative language
abilities, including the use of single pictures, story retell tasks, sequences of pictures, and
wordless picture books (Stadler & Word, 2005).
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Single Picture
Single-picture scenes were used by Tilstra and McMaster (2007) when they
studied measures of language productivity, verbal fluency, and grammaticality in
kindergarten, first and third grade children using a standardized protocol (not unlike the
picture elicitation method with standardized coding of the TNL). They hoped to
determine what measures would be accurate indicators of language proficiency. These
authors emphasized the importance of early intervention in treating language
impairments, but were unsatisfied with some of the available language testing that was
criterion-based. They found that productive words per minute and total number of words
per minute could be utilized to differentiate the third graders from the kindergarten and
first graders. This supports the idea that older children’s stories will be lengthier, and
potentially more complex than the stories of their younger peers. These authors felt that
rather than use language sampling (child’s language in conversation), other forms of
language measurement could be used in language assessment and documentation of
intervention that would be less time consuming and more standardized. Standardized tests
have the potential to save the children’s evaluators (i.e. SLPs) substantial amounts of
time. Tilstra and McMaster (2007) also claimed that prior evidence suggested that singlepicture elicitation methods may be more sensitive to differences in children's verbal
organizational skills than more structured narrative tasks.
Gillam and Johnston (1992) also utilized picture-based story generation during
their examination of spoken versus written narratives in children with and without
language impairments. They discovered that spoken narratives were linguistically
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superior to written narratives and that their content organization differed. Though it is
well-known that children with language impairments have difficulty learning to read,
these authors cite research that found poor readers exhibited performance limitations on a
variety of speaking tasks (Gillam & Johnston, 1992). Gillam and Johnston matched their
language-impaired student with an age-matched peer, a spoken language-matched peer,
and a reading-matched peer. The analysis of the stories produced examined both the form
and the content of the children’s output. The organization of textual form was found to be
superior in the spoken modality, though organization of textual content was found to be
inferior. The spoken sentences were longer (though not necessarily more complex) than
the written ones. Additionally, the authors concluded that the nature of the picture for the
story task and the audience constraints of the tasks should be considered.
Picture Sequence
A picture sequence task can also be used to examine narrative discourse (Le et al.,
2011). However, some argue that the use of a picture sequence (like the “Late for
School” task of the TNL) takes away some of the ambiguity that would be faced in other
narrative-generation tasks (Nicopoulou, 2008). The “order” provided by the picture
sequence may impact the quality of the narrative, which would not be provided in other
elicitation contexts (i.e. a single picture). Rippich and Griffith (1988) used both a story
retell and story generation task and found that the story retell task allowed the subjects to
produce a narrative closer to the adult model (more so than the picture sequence), which
lends credence to the claim that the use of a single-picture stimuli may be the most
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ambiguous of the choices among narrative elicitation. This increased ambiguity may
provide the most accurate picture of the child’s narrative abilities in isolation.
Story Retell
Ripich and Griffith (1988) compared the narrative abilities of twenty-four
children between the ages of seven and twelve with and without learning disabilities
across story difficulty levels via multiple story retell tasks and a five-picture sequence.
They focused on both the macrostructural and microstructural components of the groups
at the various difficulty levels. The three stories the subjects were asked to tell included a
different number of events. For both groups, the story with the least number of events
was recalled most accurately. Overall, the older children outperformed the younger
children on accuracy of recall. On the other hand, the story generation task showed
developmental differences in all categories. Importantly, the authors found all subjects
had difficulty with inclusion of the “internal response” and the “internal plan”
components of story grammar (Rippich& Griffith, 1988). These story grammar elements
may be the most challenging.
A second study to utilize multiple contexts was Merritt and Liles (1987)
examination of nine- to eleven-year-olds’ story grammar in three contexts: generated
stories, retold stories, and comprehension questions. They compared performance of
children with and without language impairments and discovered that those with language
impairments produced fewer complete episodes and omitted a greater number of story
grammar components. However, the authors found that both groups correctly answered
the factual comprehension questions at equal levels of accuracy. Other important points
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brought up in this study were comparisons by age and gender (which the present study
will consider), as well as the use of interesting story stems for story generation.
Another study utilizing story retellings was Greenhalgh and Strong’s (2001)
examination of spoken narrative features of seven- to ten-year-old normal and languageimpaired children. The authors coded for conjunctions, noun phrases, mental and
linguistic verbs, adverbs, and number of different words. No significant differences were
found for age or gender, though conjunction and noun phrases did differentiate the typical
from the language impaired students. These more advanced features are believed by these
researchers to be more sensitive to linguistic growth. The authors acknowledge that the
lack of significant growth with age may be attributed to the way their scores were
normalized. Interestingly, Greenhalgh and Strong (2001) discuss the importance of
exposure to “literate language” and that without adequate familiarity students may not
internalize language functions, topics, and structures. This point is also directly
applicable to the group of deaf participants producing stories via ASL, who may not have
the same story structures internalized if the “literate language” of ASL differs from that
of English. Lastly, in the targeting of specific linguistic devices, Greenhalgh and Strong
(2001) remind the reader that the stimulus material is the key. Therefore, if more detailed
analysis of differences in the narrative language of deaf and hearing children is desired,
the stimulus materials will be highly important.
Wordless Picture Book
Wigglesworth (1997), on the other hand, elicited narratives via a wordless picture
book (the well-known Frog, Where are you? (Mayer, M., 1969)) from four, six, eight,
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and ten-year-old children, as well as adults. She justified her use of this “longer” story
(acknowledging the impact that stimulus materials have on narratives) with the hope that
it might get the storyteller more involved and potentially increase cohesion. She also
noted that the active or passive nature of pictured characters can have an impact on the
story. Wigglesworth (1997) looked at the many types of reference strategies available
(including nominal, thematic, partial thematic, and anaphoric) and found that only the
ten-year-olds utilized the same reference strategy through the story. The younger children
shifted their reference strategies throughout. The second point of analysis concerned the
“stages” of referential content in narrative speech: clausal, page, segmental, simplified
narrative, and narrative (Wigglesworth, 1997). Results showed that the children utilized
references primarily at the page, segmental and simplified narrative-levels. Few of the
school-age children studied utilized references at the narrative level without a simplified
storyline.
Alternative Elicitation Methods
Others have utilized alternative means of narrative elicitation. For example, Liles
(1985) had typically-developing and language-disordered children ages seven to ten retell
a movie. She found a difference in the manner of cohesive organization and the amount
of cohesive adequacy of the stories produced between the two groups (with the typicallydeveloping producing more cohesive ties). Klecan-Aker and Kelty (1996) also had their
twenty fourth-grade subjects retell a movie in order to examined hierarchical levels of
storytelling in school-age children’s oral narratives. Within the normal (or typicallydeveloping) group, half produced true narratives and the other half produced primitive
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narratives. On the other hand, the language-disordered subjects all produced primitive
narratives. These authors found that normal subjects also include more story grammar
components. Like the present study, these authors acknowledge the limitations of their
sample size; however, they claim to be the first to examine fourth-graders up to that
point. Elementary-age children have been studied more extensively since the publishing
of that particular study.
Tools Created for Elicitation of Specific Narrative Characteristics
Culatta, Page and Ellis (1983) created their own story retell task to examine
communicative performance in 200 kindergarten and first grade students. They
discovered that the comprehension and expressive requirements of a story retell task
parallel academic requirements of “semantic decoding, retention of verbally presented
information, and organization and sequencing of content” (Culatta et al., 1983, p. 66).
These authors coded for number of total words, number of different words, number of
prompts, number of events, number of events out of sequence, number of unrelated
events added, and the Length Complexity Index (Culatta et al., 1983). They found
significant differences in the data as a function of grade, but not as a function of SES or
gender. They reported that students were screened as needing intervention more often
with the retell task than with the original, published screeners (Screening Test of Auditory
Comprehension and Evaluation of Language Scale). Consequently, there is a chance that
retell tasks portray children as lower-performing than they actually are. The authors
conclude that the use of both expressive and comprehension measures will give a more
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adequate picture of a child’s abilities and that this new retell measure provided more
information than the existing language screeners.
Justice et al. (2006) hoped to develop a new clinical tool for assessment of schoolage children’s narrative microstructure. They created the Index of Narrative
Microstructure (INMIS) and, like Tilstra and McMaster (2007), used a single-picture
elicitation technique to code 250 students ages five to twelve (who were actually the
students used in the norming of the TNL). They coded for productivity and complexity
(including syntactic structure) and found that this tool complemented other available
tools in evaluating narrative language ability (Justice et al., 2006). The authors pointed to
the fact that most tests available focus on macrostructure (i.e. story grammar components
and complexity of episodic structure), but that microstructure considers the internal
linguistic structures used in the construction of narratives (Justice et al., 2006).
Finally, Justice et al. (2006), in analyzing the results from the TNL normative
data, found a general linear increase throughout the ages five through ten with a leveling
off of performance in the latter ages (eleven and twelve). This was considered in the
selection of subjects for the present study and the exclusion of subjects over the age of
ten. Hicks (1990) also found significant differences in fifth graders’ narratives compared
to kindergarten through second grade subjects in her comparison of their story retellings.
Age-related growth is expected to be corroborated in the present study via the TNL. As
one might expect, Justice et al. (2006) found that the data analysis via the INMIS did not
represent a normal distribution and had considerable age and grade variability. We will
anticipate this variability when analyzing the data collected in the present study.
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DEAF CHILDREN’S NARRATIVE DEVELOPMENT
Expected Development
As mentioned earlier, research specifically on deaf children’s narrative language
development is minimal compared to that available for hearing children. However,
understanding the differences in expected growth over time for these two groups is an
important distinction to be made prior to determining appropriate assessment. The
differences in modality in those communicating via sign language compared to a spoken
language, for one, will be among the notable features contributing to differentiating
spoken and sign development.
First, the acquisition of sign language is both quantitatively and qualitatively
different in some respects than the acquisition of spoken language by hearing children
(Lederberg, Prezbindowski, & Spencer, 2000; Marschark & Woll, 2012). Therefore, it
stands to reason that the development of deaf children’s narratives will also differ from
hearing children’s. For example, for deaf children between ages seven and ten, their
ability to mark reference in stories improves, but even at age ten difficulties are still seen
in maintaining these references across longer discourse (Morgan &Woll, 2003;
Rathmann, Mann, & Morgan, 2007).
Knoors and Marschark (2012) argued that, though the stages of language
acquisition are comparable for all children, whether the child is monolingual or bilingual
impacts the range of language acquisition. Specifically, research has found that deaf
children tend to have difficulty with domains linked to metalinguistic awareness
(Marschark & Hauser, 2012). Others posit that children with hearing loss have greater
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trouble acquiring higher level language skills and are vulnerable to difficulties sharing
information that is relevant to the task and context (Reuterskiold, Ibertsson, & Sahlen,
2010). Because narratives involve the cognitive domains of linguistic devices, pragmatic
abilities, and domain general cognitive abilities, signers (as well as users of spoken
language) are drawing from multiple higher-level functioning systems (Rathmann et al.,
2007).
Deaf children of deaf parents due tend to surpass deaf children of hearing parents
on literacy measures (Knoors & Marschark, 2012). On average, deaf children of deaf
parents appear to have advanced acquisition of written language due to their fluent
language models from birth (Chamberlain & Mayberry, 2000). Similarly, the sign
language skills of deaf children of hearing parents have also been found to be
significantly behind those of deaf children of deaf parents (Hermans, Knoors, &
Verhoeven, 2009; Mayer & Leigh, 2010; Spencer, 2004). Research has found that sign
language skills and reading proficiency are positively correlated (Chamberlain &
Mayberry, 2000; Mann, 2006; Hermans et al., 2009), which would imply that the lower
skills of deaf children of hearing parents in both of these areas will have a negative
impact on their academic and social development. Narrative skills, as a crucial higher
language ability, are also considered important for reading comprehension in particular
(Reuterskiold et al., 2010). Students with profound hearing losses are known to face
challenges reading (Reuterskiold et al., 2010). Complex components of language, such as
morphology and syntax, have been considered a common problem in deaf children’s
writing (Van Beijsterveldt & Van Hell, 2009). However, a bilingual education and the
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use of sign language might be utilized as a route to literacy and deaf children’s
metalinguistic development (Rathmann et al., 2007).
Organizational differences in deaf children’s narratives compared to hearing
children have also been studied. For example, research has discussed how signers,
similarly to spoken narrators, establish a reference–but go on to use eye-gaze shifts to
further organize and structure narratives (Rathmann et al., 2007).
The role of vocabulary in deaf children’s social and academic development has
also been considered (Mann, Roy & Marshall, 2013). Deaf children in hearing
environments tend to have less consistent language input and have vocabulary
deficiencies as a result (Lederberg & Spencer, 2008). Research on deaf children’s
vocabulary knowledge (in British Sign Language) from different language learning
backgrounds has been conducted, and it was found that chronological age was the most
significant factor for all tasks, while the number of deaf relatives only became
statistically significant on a form recall task (Mann et al., 2013). Therefore, deaf
children’s vocabulary grows with age (much in the same way that a hearing child’s
vocabulary does). However, the influential factors of onset of deafness, age of diagnosis,
type of amplification, parental hearing status, age of language exposure, and the
identification of additional disorders should also be considered in understanding deaf
children’s development (Mitchell & Karchmer, 2004; Anderson, 2006).
Comparisons with Hearing Children
Studies have found that children with typical hearing and language skills tend to
include more content information overall in their narratives than children with hearing
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loss in spoken narratives (Reuterskiold et al., 2010). These findings were corroborated in
Worsfold, Mahon, Yuen, and Kennedy’s study (2010), which compared children with
early- and late-identified permanent childhood hearing loss. Specifically, they found that
those individuals with earlier-identified hearing loss produced lengthier and more
complex narratives (measured via morphological markers and sentence length).
Therefore, earlier confirmation of hearing loss may also benefit narrative skills.
In general, deaf children of deaf parents have rarely been compared to hearing
peers (Knoors & Marschark, 2012). This may have to do with the fact that this portion of
the deaf population is a small minority (Mitchell & Karchmer, 2004). However, the few
studies that have compared them have found that they are able to reach early
developmental milestones at comparable rates (Anderson & Reilly, 2002). Because little
research is available comparing these two populations they will be the focal point of the
present study in furthering understand of the developmental differences between deaf
children of deaf parents and hearing children of hearing parents. Understanding the
difference in these two groups’ narrative development will also contribute to the
comparison of signed and spoken languages more broadly.
SLP Involvement
A final consideration should be made in regards to SLPs working specifically
with the hearing impaired population. A majority of students with hearing impairments
are being educated in their local schools after a shift towards mainstreaming (Seal, Rossi,
& Henderson, 1998). Along with that trend, most schools for the deaf employ the Bi-Bi
approach and support the use of ASL (Seal et al., 1998). Therefore, SLPs in both settings
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need to be aware of the narrative expectations of children with hearing impairment
(especially those that communicate via ASL) and assess them appropriately. The fact that
a majority of SLPs working with children with hearing impairment deem themselves
“weak” in the ability to administer tests in the child’s preferred language (as nonsigners
themselves) shows the need for greater knowledge in this area (Moseley, Mahshie, Brant,
& Fleming, 1994). In Seal et al.’s survey (1998) they found that only 24% of SLPs
working with hearing impaired children keep formal test data–almost all of which are
invariably spoken tests. This number will change with the growth of appropriate
assessment materials for this population.
Assessment Focus
Means of Assessment
Written narratives of deaf children have been studied in the available research,
due to the fact that sign proficiency is believed to play a major role in written narrative
ability (Van Beijsterveldt & Van Hell, 2009). However, some researchers caution that
tasks requiring writing for deaf children can interfere with the demonstration of language
skills (Gray &Hosie, 1996). Yoshinaga-Itano (1986) examined single-picture elicited
written narratives of children with mild-to-profound hearing losses at ages seven to
twenty-one. He found that children at all degrees of hearing loss used fewer connective
devices and included fewer story grammar elements than the children with typical
hearing. Another study using a single-picture elicitation method for studying written
narratives examined the differences in evaluative expression (Van Beijsterveldt & Van
Hell, 2009). Evaluative expression is defined as the expression of the person’s knowledge
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state and involvement, including adjustments of linguistic form and content to maintain
the conversational partner’s attention and interest (Van Beijsterveldt & Van Hell, 2009).
These authors found that more proficient signers did use greater amounts of evaluative
language, which were considered to have an enriching effect on the narrative (Van
Beijsterveldt & Van Hell, 2009). Signers, compared to those using spoken language, have
a greater wealth of channels through which to convey evaluation, including:
modifications of sign movement, the face, the body, and eye gaze shifts (Van
Beijsterveldt & Van Hell, 2009). Assessment measures need to consider the multichannel method of sign evaluative language.
It is of note that several studies in the available research examined spoken
language of children with hearing impairment, which some have suggested as an
important variable for comparison with sign language skills when examining the
relationship between reading and signing (Hermans et al., 2006). However, spoken
language is not the focus of the present study, because students who are producing
narratives in sign language (but writing in English) via the Bi-Bi approach or in a family
with deaf parents are going to provide insight on the narrative development of sign
language and its relationship with academic performance (regardless of spoken English
skills).
Worsfold et al. (2010) acknowledged that story-telling assessment may be more
sensitive and ecologically sound than more formal testing of the narratives of individuals
with hearing loss. Gray and Hosie (1996) also recommend that prelingually deaf children
be evaluated via methods with a minimal emphasis on the English language. Importantly,
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deaf children raised in hearing storytelling environments appear to have story retell story
comprehension and information organization difficulties due to lack of story schemata
missing from early socialization (Gray & Hosie, 1996). Deaf children raised in hearing
environments miss out on early language exposure and the multiplicity of benefits to their
language levels (Gray & Hosie, 1996). These authors acknowledge that there is
conflicting information in prior research about whether signed stories versus those
spoken in English are truly comprised of similar discourse and semantic content. Yet,
comparison of deaf children of hearing adults would be less appropriate as a native
language comparison than deaf children of deaf adults according to the research’s logic
about language growth and early language exposure.
Tools for Narrative Evaluation
Compared to the measures available for use with hearing children, research on the
assessment of deaf children’s narrative language is quite limited. The following review of
ASL tools was gathered from Haug’s (2005) Review of Sign Language Assessment
Instruments, found in Baker &Woll (2008).
The American Sign Language Assessment Instrument (ASLAI) (Hoffmeister,
1999) is used for educational purposes in understanding the relationship between sign
language and English literacy. This tool is used with children and adolescents ages eight
to sixteen years of age. In addition to looking at semantic and lexical knowledge, this
instrument also examines narrative skill. Two of the five language production subtests
were created to assess narrative language. In the first subtest, the child is asked to retell
the cartoon “The Tortoise and the Hare.” Their ASL language function is analyzed,
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including: classifier use, role shifting, and perspective-taking (Haug, 2005). In the second
task, a child produces a story from a sequence of pictures. Scores on this test have been
shown to be highly correlated with age.
Also, the Test of American Sign Language (TASL) (Prinz et al., 1994) (likely the
most well-known and often-studied instrument for assessment of ASL development) is
utilized with deaf children. This test has been used with older school-age children (ages
eight to fifteen) (Haug & Mann, 2008). It was developed to examine specific linguistic
structures as an examination of the relationship between ASL and English literacy skills
(Strong &Prinz, 1997; Haug & Mann, 2008). The test examines production of classifiers
based on a cartoon movie and sign narrative skills from a wordless picture book (Good
dog Carl). Their productions are videotaped and noted on a checklist based on the
presence of ASL grammar and narrative structures (Haug, 2005). The test also examines
comprehension of story, classifiers, time markers, and map markers (object locations).
Thirty-five percent of the original sample population were deaf children with deaf parents
(Haug, 2005). This test has recently been made available for “web-based testing” (Baker
&Woll, 2008).
In his conclusion, Haug (2005) acknowledges the need for assessments that can
be utilized in the school setting and those that look at elements other than morphology
and syntax. In the coming decades hopefully this gap will be filled. For those creating
video-based assessments in the future, an interesting study on learner comprehension in
ASL found that frame rate of videos, but not video size, had an impact on learner
comprehension (Hooper, Miller, Rose, & Veletsianos, 2007). Variables, such as video
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quality, that are not normally a part of the spoken language assessment makeup will need
to be given appropriate attention in future research.
On a final note, Gillam and Johnston (1992) raised concerns about the importance
of defining the group members when conducting research, which is an especially relevant
point when examining users of ASL, as the ranges of types of hearing loss and
communication modalities other than ASL is highly variable. This will be an important
consideration in any research on deafness, and is relevant to the present study. The
population size and the homogeneity (or heterogeneity) of the target population will be
essential considerations in creating an appropriate assessment measure for use with sign
language users (Haug & Mann, 2008).
ASSESSMENT VIA THE TNL
Comparisons of Available Measures
A wide array of language measures is available for use with hearing children
(Huang et al., 1997; Spaulding et al., 2006). These measures are supposed to have high
levels of both sensitivity (correctly identifying those with language impairments as
language impaired) and specificity (identifying those who are typically-developing as
typically-developing). An early review of available language measures resulted in thirtyone tests, with the four most commonly used measures being the: Preschool Language
Scale, Test of Auditory Comprehension of Language-Revised, Peabody Picture
Vocabulary Test-Revised, and Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities (Huang et al.,
1997). Among those tests that were created for use with school-age children none
examined narrative language and a majority focused on one area, such as vocabulary or
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comprehension (Huang et al., 1997). Those authors found that less than two percent of
SLPs were “very satisfied” with available standardized language testing (Huang et al.,
1997). Almost half of the SLPs surveyed felt that the time for administration and the time
for test scoring were unsatisfactory (Huang et al., 1997).
This dissatisfaction spurred the creation of new language measures over the
following decade. Prior to this increase in assessments, few provided any detail about
narrative deficits (Liles et al., 1989). In a later review, forty-three available child
language tools were examined, and out of these only the Clinical Evaluation of Language
Fundamentals- Fourth Edition (CELF-4), Preschool Language Scales- Fourth Edition
(PLS-4), Test of Early Grammatical Impairment, Test of Language CompetenceExpanded Edition, and the Test of Narrative Language met professional standards for
accurate identification of children with and without language impairments at or above
eighty-percent accuracy (Spaulding et al., 2006). Of these, the TNL had the highest
sensitivity and specificity when looked at together (Spaulding et al., 2006). However, the
TNL is the only assessment tool of these that is focused on narrative language in schoolage children.
An additional study was conducted to further examine the specific strengths and
weaknesses of ten tests that were found to have acceptable levels of identification
accuracy, four of which are for use with children up to ten years of age (Friberg, 2010).
Of these tests, the TNL was again the only measure that analyzed narrative language
specifically, though another measure (CELF-4) examines global language skills (Friberg,
2010). In comparison of tests that include features such as adequate sample size, evidence
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of item analysis, measures of central tendency, and concurrent validity, the TNL included
ten of eleven targeted psychometric criteria (Friberg, 2010). Therefore, this particular
assessment is among the most psychometrically appropriate tools available, and also
examines the important developmental domain of narrative language, both of which,
taken together, make it an attractive tool for the present study.
TNL Construct
Gillam and Pearson (2004) accounted for a multiplicity of narrative analysis
components (discussed above in greater detail) in their construction of their Test of
Narrative Language. The TNL’s Examiner’s Manual (2004)demonstrated that this test’s
construct is sensitive to differences in language learner’s narrative profiles. Gillam and
Pearson (2004) included story grammar analysis in their coding of the final “Aliens” task
of the TNL. Episodic structure is coded for in both the “Late for School” and “Aliens”
tasks. Notably, the final, single-picture “Aliens” task of the TNL may allow the children
the greatest amount of organizational flexibility based on the lack of constraints to the
child’s narrative structure (Tilstra & McMaster, 2007).This test utilizes various elicitation
methods: story retell, story generation from single pictures, and story generation from a
picture sequence. Prior research had indicated benefits to multiple elicitation contexts
(Wigglesworth, 1997; Stadler & Ward, 2005), which was taken into account (Gillam &
Pearson, 2004). The difference noted between a complete and a more complex storyline
(Wigglesworth, 1997) is evident in the fact that a complete story receives one point,
while one with integrated human or other creative element receives two.
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TNL Construct Relevant to Sign Language
The TNL codes for reference consistency in both the “Late for School” task and
the “Aliens” task. This coding, when applied to ASL, will need to take into account the
use of appropriate shifting (shoulders, torso), not just using appropriate pronouns (as it
does when looking at English reference use). Therefore, important differences in
narrative organization depending on the language modality of the speaker may have an
impact on assessment outcomes via the TNL.
SUMMARY
As is evident from the studies above, comparison of narrative language between
typically-developing and language-impaired groups is the most common method of
analysis in studies up to the present point. Many studies have shown which variables tend
to differentiate these two groups and what changes can be expected in school-age
children’s narratives over time. Research has also shown that deaf children of deaf
parents have superior sign skills to deaf children of hearing parents. However, though
there has been a shift in interest in the past twenty years to include research on deaf and
hearing impaired children’s narratives, this has not included analysis of hearing and deaf
school-age children on the same standardized measure in their respective modalities
(spoken English and signed ASL). The specifics about these differences (determined
using a common assessment tool) are lacking. The application of this knowledge will be
important for diagnostic assessment of young children by professionals, including
speech-language pathologists, in the future. In response to this lack of information, an in-
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depth comparative study of narrative language of typically-developing hearing children
and deaf children of deaf parents follows.
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Chapter 3: Description of the Study
SUBJECTS
Fifteen hearing students participated in the study with a slightly altered age
distribution than originally desired (with a greater number of participants ages seven and
nine; see below). Nine students were recruited from a single private school outside of the
Austin area, while the remaining students were randomly recruited from amongst
acquaintances of the primary investigator. The eleven deaf students all came from a
single residential school for the deaf. Their age distribution also included the same
number of seven-year-olds as the hearing group, but fewer six, nine and ten-year-olds
than the hearing group. This study was conducted using a cross-sectional method for
practical reasons, and the subjects recruited were approximate matches to those in the
other hearing status group (based on age and grade level). Children were excluded from
the study if they had any known cognitive or language differences, in order that their
language be considered “typically-developing” prior to the outcomes of this study. The
hearing status of the subjects served as the primary variable for comparison during this
research, followed by age and grade level. Gender and ethnicity were not anticipated to
have any significant impact on the subjects’ narrative language abilities.
Tilstra and McMaster (2007) examined a comparable age group in picture-based
narrative generation and found that there were important language changes between the
1st and 3rd grades, though an insignificant change between K & 1st (p. 49). Therefore, we
elected not to include Kindergarteners in my testing population. Tilstra and McMaster
(2007) also found increased grammatical complexity and accuracy with age, which we
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hope to replicate in the current study. The age and grade-related growth expectations
have been considered by many in the available literature (Hicks, 1990; Klecan-Aker &
Kelty, 1990; Johnson, 1995; Wigglesworth, 1997; Greenhalgh & Strong, 2001; Stadler &
Ward, 2005, etc.); however, no research appears to be available directly comparing
elementary-age hearing and deaf children (this study’s target population) on a
standardized measure.
The hearing subjects (H01-H15) represented a cross-sectional sample of students
throughout the elementary school grades first through fifth. Within this group, 53% were
male (n=8) and 47% were female (n=7). The majority were Caucasian (n=11); the other
27% of the sample included two Asian American children, one African American child,
and one Mixed Race child. The parental ratings of the subjects’ academic abilities were:
Fair (n=2), Good (n=3) and Excellent (n=10). The ages of the subjects, in chronological
order at the time of testing, was: 6;2, 6;8, 7;4, 7;9, 7;9, 7;11, 8;1, 8;11, 9;0, 9;1, 9;2, 9;6,
9;7, 10;3 and 10;9. The average age was approximately 8;6. The resultant descriptor
terms of their oral narrative scores (as determined by the TNL Manual) was: “below
average” (n=1), “average” (n=11), and “above average” (n=3). The two subjects included
with a diagnosis of ADD and ADHD (H02 and H15) scored in the 50th and 75th percentile
ranks for their ages, respectively and did not otherwise negatively affect the data due to
their inclusion. The single subject that performed “below average” was described as
being highly introverted by the parent, but was still included in this study as an example
of the varied possible distributions of “normal language.”
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The deaf subjects (D01-D11) were recruited from overlapping age groups and
grades so that their language skills could be considered comparably matched. However,
no ten-year-old fifth graders returned consent to participate forms and were thereby
ineligible for inclusion in the study. Within the deaf group, 45% were male (n=5) and
55% were female (n=6). The majority were Caucasian (n=9), though the other 18% of the
sample included one child of Mixed race and another of African American ethnicity. The
parental ratings of the subjects’ academic abilities were: Good (n=3), Excellent (n=7) and
omitted (n=1). The ages of the subjects, in chronological order at the time of testing, was:
6;9, 7;1, 7;2, 7;9, 7;10, 8;1,8;7, 8;10, 9;3, 9;9, and 10;1, a smaller age range than the
hearing group. The average age was approximately 8;3. The only subject with a
differential diagnosis of ADHD (D07) scored in the 25th percentile rank for their age and
did not otherwise impact the validity of the data. The single subject who received a
descriptor term from the Examiner’s Manual (Gillam & Pearson, 2004) of “poor” (see
Figure 4.2 below) was the youngest participant and is one of two participants who
communicates via both sign and English, which likely impacted her score. However,
because she is educated via ASL and was raised since birth via sign she fit the inclusion
criteria of this study. Importantly, all of these participants had congenital, bilateral
hearing losses and were taught sign from birth by their families (though the degree of
hearing loss differed). It should be emphasized that this is a very special subpopulation
compared to the deaf population at large.
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METHOD

Materials
The Test of Narrative Language (TNL) by Gillam and Pearson (2004) was
obtained for the purpose of administration to a population of both deaf and hearing
children for the comparison of their narrative language abilities. This test was procured
from the publisher (Pro-Ed, Inc.) and administered and scored according to the standards
and recommendations of the Examiner’s Manual. However, for the purpose of
standardization and translation into American Sign Language the TNL was administered
entirely via pre-recorded video instruction to both the hearing and deaf children. The
hearing children viewed a recording of the test administrator following Gillam and
Pearson’s script. The deaf children viewed a recording of a native signer producing the
same Gillam and Pearson English script in ASL. The signer translated this script herself
and practiced multiple rehearsals of the story prior to recording to verify her inclusion of
all content.
The TNL was normed on 1,059 children from twenty states between Fall of 2001
and the Spring of 2002 (Gillam and Pearson, 2004). According to the Examiner’s Manual
(2004), the sample population the TNL was normed on was representative of the larger
U.S. population with respect to geographic area, gender, race, ethnicity, family income,
exceptionality status (i.e. other known disorders), and age. This sample had a 49 to 51
male to female ratio. Racially, 73 percent were white, 14percent black, and 13percent
were “other.” Children without any exceptionality status (typically-developing) made up
87 percent of the normative sample. Within this sample, less than one percent had hearing
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impairment (as is their representation in the population more generally, according to the
Examiner’s Manual). The TNL was normed on 156 six-year-old, 182 seven-year-old, 192
eight-year-old, 145 nine-year-old, and 167 ten-year-old children (plus 83 five-year-olds
and 134 eleven-year-olds).
The Examiner’s Manual also included psychometric information on the reliability
and validity of the test. The TNL demonstrates strong internal consistency (0.76), testretest reliability (0.82), and interscorer reliability (0.9) for the expressive narration tasks.
The correlation coefficient of the TNL to the Test of Language Development: Preschool3rd Edition was 0.81 for expressive narration. This is another frequently-used assessment
of children’s language, though not identical to the TNL it does examine some overlapping
constructs (and the coefficient indicates that the two are strongly related). Gillam and
Pearson also looked at statistical differences between subpopulations of the normative
sample and found that the test was most appropriate for European American children,
with African American and Hispanic American obtaining an average standard score of
nine instead of the test’s average of ten. Lastly, they examined the correlation of the oral
narration score with the various expressive tasks and found that the Retell task was less
strongly related to overall oral narration compared to the two story-generation tasks (0.75
compared to 0.82). The authors conclude that the TNL is both a reliable and valid
measure, but that use of the test should be examined using different samples. It might
interest the test’s creators to know about the present study.
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Data scoring protocol
The children’s responses are scored in the Test Recording Booklet for each
individual, provided with the test itself (Gillam & Pearson, 2004). This booklet contains
all necessary information for scoring, other than specific examples of acceptable openended responses (which can be found in the Test Manual).

For the narrative

comprehension task, a correct response to the question about the story content was given
a 1 and any alternate response was given a 0. These numbers were added to yield the
factual comprehension total out of 12. Then, the McDonald’s Story Retell is scored by
listening (or watching, in the case of the signing subjects) for the target word or word
phrases and given a 1 for all target items included. This task is reviewed a second time to
verify the accuracy of the original scoring. All items omitted or produced in incorrect
forms are given a 0. Then, the 1s are totaled to yield their raw score out of 26. Next, the
picture-sequence story generation Late for School Task is recorded. At a later time, the
narrative is listened to on two separate times. The 18 content-based items are given a 1 if
they are present and a 0 if they are absent from the narrative. Then, the narrative is
judged (using the Manual’s criterion and examples) in the areas of Events, Grammar, and
Story. Each item within the category receives a 0 if absent or present with multiple errors,
1 if minor errors or minimally complete, or 2 if complete and all accurate. The 18
possible Content points are added to the other 12 possible points (i.e. Setting and Events)
to form the total raw score out of 30 for the Late for School Task. Finally, the Aliens
Task is scored in a similar manner to the Late for School Task in that each area is given a
0, 1, or 2. However, this single-picture generation task codes for the following categories:
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Setting, Characters, Story Elements, Vocabulary and Grammar, and Story. The items’
scores are added to yield the raw score out of 34 for the final task.
Next, the three expressive tasks (all except the comprehension question raw score)
are added to find the individual’s total expressive raw score. This number (out of 90) is
then used, along with the child’s chronological age, to determine their age equivalence,
percentile rank, standard score and descriptor term using the charts in the Appendix of
the Examiner’s Manual. Further details and information about each specific item can be
consulted in the TNL Test Manual (Gillam & Pearson, 2004). More information is also
provided about the categories coded for in the “Results” section to follow.
Task Explanation
TASK ONE: The McDonald’s Story. This task requires the child to listen to a
story about two children and their mother’s trip to eat at McDonald’s. They are informed
they will be required to retell the whole story after answering a few questions about the
story. The children are read the story, and then are asked ten questions, for a total of
twelve points. These questions serve as a small representation of the child’s receptive
language and language comprehension abilities. This data was included for comparison
purposes only, though not the focus of this research. This task was also required due to
the fact that the child is required to retell this story as the first of three parts of their
expressive narrative tasks.
TASK TWO: This task asks the child to retell the entire McDonald’s Story (as
much as the child remembers). The following words are target words, worth a total of
twenty-six points: Tuesday, Lisa, Raymond, home, mother (mom), tonight, to eat, where,
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McDonald’s, drove, couldn’t, decide, Big Mac, Happy Meal, knew, wanted,
cheeseburger, shake, salad, finally, Coke, chocolate, ice cream cone, reached, purse,
wasn’t.
TASK FOUR: This task is a picture sequence story task. However, if task three
had been administered (as would be typical in the use of this assessment) the child would
have heard an example story. So, the task three story is included as an example for the
child’s story in task four. Normally, comprehension questions would have been asked
after the task three story, but these were omitted to save time and to focus on the oral
narration component of the test. The child is then shown a five-picture sequence and
informed that the “Late for School” story was theirs to tell. This task codes for eighteen
content items, four points for events, four points for grammar, and four points for the
story itself. This results in thirty possible points.
TASK SIX: The final task is a single “Aliens” picture. The child is given
instructions to produce a story about the picture. In this task, four points are given to
setting, six points to characters, twelve to story elements, eight to vocabulary and
grammar, and four to the story itself. This task comprises thirty-four points.
Administration Video Script
TASK ONE: I want you to listen to a story about two children who go to
McDonald’s with their mother. Listen carefully because I’m going to ask you some
questions about it. After you answer the questions, I’m going to ask you to retell the
whole story. Are you ready? (pause)
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On Tuesday, when Lisa and Raymond got home from school, their mother said,
“Tonight we’re going out to eat. Where do you want to go?” Lisa and Raymond both
yelled, “McDonald’s!” They jumped into the car and their mother drove them to the
nearest McDonald’s. As they walked into the restaurant, Lisa said she couldn’t decide
whether to get a Big Mac or a Happy Meal. Raymond and their mother both knew what
they wanted. When they got to the counter, Raymond asked for a cheeseburger, French
fries, and a large vanilla milk shake. Their mother ordered a salad. Lisa finally made up
her mind. She told the clerk, “I’ll have a Happy Meal, a Coke, and a chocolate ice cream
cone.” The clerk said, “That will be twelve dollars and fifty cents.” When their mother
reached for her purse, it wasn’t there. She realized she had left it on the kitchen counter at
home!
(pause after each question for two seconds)
What was the girl’s name?
What was the boy’s name?
Was anyone else in the story?
Where were the children when they talked to their mother about eating out?
Where did they eat?
What kind of a milk shake did Raymond want?
What did their mother order?
What did Lisa order?
What kind of ice cream cone did she want?
(pause)
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TASK TWO: Now, tell the story back to me. Tell me everything you remember,
even the things I just asked you. Try to say the story the same way I said it. Please face
the camera so we can record your response.
TASK FOUR STORY EXAMPLE: I’m going to tell you a story that goes with
the pictures you are looking at. After that, you’ll see a new set of pictures, and I’ll ask
you to make up a story about them. Remember, stories have a beginning, things that
happen, and an ending. I’m going to call this story “The Shipwreck.” Last week,
Samantha’s class was studying the ocean. Each child was supposed to turn in an art
project that had something to do with the ocean. Samantha decided to build a ship, and
her mother helped. Samantha and her mother worked on the ship for three days. On the
day Samantha took her ship to school, she accidentally tripped on a rock. She dropped
her ship into a mud puddle. Her ship was ruined and she felt terrible. She started to cry,
but then she thought, “I’m not going to cry about this. I’ll just have to take my ship to
school and fix it.” When Samantha got to school, she got busy putting her ship back
together. It wasn’t as good as it once was, but it was certainly better than nothing. When
her teacher came over, she was surprised to see a muddle, half-broken ship. After
Samantha told her what happened, her teacher said, “Samantha, you deserve an A+ for
how you handled that problem.”
(pause)
TASK FOUR: Now, you see five new pictures that go together to tell the “Late
for School” story. Look at them carefully, then tell the camera a story that goes with the
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pictures. Make your story as long and as complete as you can. You can start anytime you
are ready.
TASK SIX: Now, you see one picture. I want you to look at it carefully and think
of a story to tell the camera. Remember that stories have a beginning, things that happen,
and an ending. Try to tell the best story you can. You can start any time you are ready.
(FINISH)
PROCEDURES
Subjects were recruited via informative letters and background surveys sent home
(in hard copy form) to their parents by their respective schools. These surveys are
included in the Appendix. All children whose parents returned their permission letter and
who fit the inclusionary criteria were included in this study. For the six hearing subjects
not recruited from the single private school, their parents were emailed the appropriate
paperwork through acquaintances of the primary investigator. For those tested in the
school setting, students were pulled out from classroom instruction to a quiet
environment, where they viewed the video free from distraction during regular school
hours. The hearing students recruited through acquaintances of the primary investigator
were tested in a quiet room in their homes with parent supervision. Viewing of the video
and production of their responses took approximately eight to thirteen minutes for each
participant in the hearing group and ten to twenty minutes in the deaf group, depending
on the length of their stories.
All subjects completed tasks one, two, four and six following the pre-recorded
instructions. This video was played from the DVD drive of the primary investigator’s
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laptop with a sixteen-inch monitor. The subject was seated in front of the laptop and
watched the video. Whenever it was time to record their responses, the subject turned to
face the primary investigator and the handheld recording device, in order to assure that all
language produced would be available later for in-depth evaluation.
ADMINISTRATION CONSTRAINTS
In consideration of the amount of students’ time being spent out of the classroom
on this test, it was decided that only the expressive subtests (or tasks) would be
administered. The receptive subtests were not of primary concern for the purpose of this
study, as it is inferred that both the hearing and deaf students have typical receptive
language ability, according to parent report. All of the students are anticipated to have
typically-developing language abilities, and the research comparisons are being made
between age and hearing status groups, as opposed to whether or not the child has a
language difference. Therefore, out of the original six tasks in the TNL only tasks one,
two, four and six were administered. This would allow for collection of all information
related to the child’s oral narration. The following information was determined: oral
narration raw scores for tasks two, four, and six, total oral narration raw scores, age
equivalence for oral narration, percentile rank for oral narration, standard score for oral
narration, and overall descriptor term for the child’s oral narration (as determined by their
standard score). As an additional point of comparison, the students in both groups were
administered ten comprehension questions based on the first task’s story.
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DATA COLLECTION

The hearing children’s data were recorded on a handheld audio recorder. Their
responses were simultaneously scored by hand at the time of their viewing of the test
video. The entire recording of each subject’s responses was listened to a second time by
the primary investigator within two days of administration and the scoring was verified.
The deaf children’s data were recorded on a handheld video camera. Their
responses to the comprehension questions were written verbatim and scored by the
primary investigator at the time of the testing. Data from the three remaining tasks were
then transcribed by the primary investigator and an undergraduate assistant, who is a
native signer. The videos were viewed multiple times to ensure that no information was
omitted, and the two coders discussed until they agreed on all scores assigned to the
videos.

DATA SCORING

As mentioned in detail above under “Data scoring protocol”, a score of either zero
or one (or zero, one, or two) is assigned for each target item within each subtest. These
numbers are totaled to comprise the raw score for each subtest, and when added together
yield the overall expressive raw score. This raw score is then designated in the manual (as
corroborated with the child’s chronological age) to reveal a descriptor term, standard
score, percentile rank, and age equivalency for the participants’ expressive narrative
language abilities.
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Chapter 4: Data Analyses
DESCRIPTION OF ANALYSES
Measures of variance were used to study both the hearing and deaf groups
individually, then in comparison to each other. The range of scores for each group,
average scores on each task and each resultant outcome (i.e. age equivalence), as well as
average scores by age were all determined. Additionally, the mode scores were also
considered. An item analysis was conducted to determine any patterns forming in the data
for each task within each group. Comparison of these specific differences between the
groups was also considered. To elucidate more specific information about data trends the
average by age for each group was compared on each component category of the test’s
coding for the two story generation tasks (i.e. “setting” or “story” information, etc.).
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Subject
ID
H04
H05
H03
H02
H15
H13
H01
H07
H09
H06
H08
H11
H10
H12
H14

Age Compreh. Retell Late School
6;2
9/12
12/26
15/30
6;8
7/12
13/26
16/30
7;4
12/12
20/26
12/30
7;9
8/12
9/26
14/30
7;9
9/12
9/26
20/30
7;11
10/12
16/26
20/30
8;1
11/12
20/26
19/30
8;11
10/12
19/26
21/30
9;0
10/12
17/26
14/30
9;1
11/12
15/26
16/30
9;2
7/12
15/26
22/30
9;6
8/12
18/26
17/30
9;7
12/12
20/26
15/30
10;3
9/12
9/26
19/30
10;9
9/12
19/26
25/30

Aliens
11/34
10/34
20/34
19/34
18/34
16/34
23/34
25/34
17/34
24/34
26/34
17/34
25/34
17/34
22/34

Age
Raw Score Equiv. %ile Stand. Score
38
6;11 63rd
11
39
7;1
63rd
11
52
8;9
75th
13
41
7;3
37th
9
47
8;1
50th
10
52
8;9
63rd
11
62
>12;3 84th
13
65
>12;3 84th
13
48
8;3
25th
8
55
9;11
50th
10
63
>12;3 75th
12
52
8;9
37th
9
60
>12;3 63rd
11
45
7;11
16th
7
66
>12;3 84th
13

Table 4.1: Hearing Participant Results by Age
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Descriptor
Term
average
average
above average
average
average
average
above average
above average
average
average
average
average
average
below average
above average

Subject
ID
D05
D06
D08
D11
D04
D09
D10
D01
D03
D07

Age
6;9
7;1
7;2
7;9
7;10
8;1
8;7
8;10
9;3
9;9

Compre
h.
4/12
8/12
7/12
11/12
7/12
9/12
11/12
8/12
7/12
8/12

Retel
l
5/26
8/26
8/26
19/26
13/26
14/26
21/26
16/26
13/26
18/26

Late
School
8/30
12/30
16/30
15/30
17/30
17/30
17/30
17/30
16/30
16/30

Alien
s
7/34
11/34
18/34
17/34
15/34
14/34
23/34
25/34
17/34
14/34

Raw
Score
20
31
42
51
45
45
61
58
46
48

Age
Equiv.
<4;7
5;7
7;5
8;7
7;11
7;11
>12;3
11;7
8;1
8;3

%il
e
3rd
25th
63rd
50th
25th
37th
75th
63rd
25th
25th

Stand.
Score
5
8
11
10
8
9
12
11
8
8

D02

10;1

10/12

19/26

22/30

29/34

70

>12;3

91st

14

Table 4.2: Deaf Participant Results by Age
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Descriptor
term
poor
average
average
average
average
average
average
average
average
average
above
average

NARRATIVE COMPREHENSION
Within the group of hearing subjects, narrative comprehension scores ranged from
seven to twelve out of twelve points possible. The two subjects who obtained a seven out
of twelve both scored within the “average” range for oral narrative language and obtained
standard scores of eleven and twelve, respectively. This evidence indicates that narrative
comprehension was within normal limits for all subjects and did not have a significant
impact on their expressive language (or oral narration) skills. The lowest performing
subject when compared to the normative sample (H12) obtained a nine out of twelve,
which was the same comprehension score the other ten-year-old subject received (H14)
whose resultant oral narrative descriptor term was “above average.” So, the oral narrative
data will be analyzed with the knowledge that comprehension was adequate and within
normal limits for all participating subjects.
Within the group of deaf subjects, narrative comprehension scores ranged from
four to eleven out of twelve possible points. The subject who received a four was both the
youngest participant in the deaf group, as well as the lowest performing on the oral
narration task. This may be evidence of difficulty with the ASL modality with which this
task was administered. However, due to her “excellent” parental academic rating, it may
be assumed that this difference has not impacted her academic success up to this point. It
is possible that she may experience more educational challenges as she reaches later
elementary grades. With that subject’s score removed, the remaining participants
obtained seven (n=3), eight (n=3), nine (n=1), ten (n=1), and eleven (n=2).
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ORAL NARRATIVE (EXPRESSIVE STORY-TELLING)

As mentioned previously, expressive narration was evaluated through three
different tasks from the TNL. These were: the story retell “McDonald’s Story,” the
picture sequence-based story generation “Late for School” story, and the single picturegenerated “Aliens” story. The story retell focused on the production of twenty-six target
vocabulary items. The picture sequence coding analyzed both content inclusion, as well
as: events, grammar and overall story. Finally, the single picture story analyses looked at
the child’s inclusion of information regarding: setting, characters, story elements,
vocabulary/grammar, and overall story.
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Chapter 5: Results for Hearing Children
Subject ID
H01
H02
H03
H04
H05
H06
H07
H08
H09
H10
H11
H12
H13
H14
H15

Gender
Male
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female

Grade
2nd
2nd
2nd
1st
1st
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
4th
4th
5th
2nd
5th
2nd

DOB
11/4/2004
3/17/2005
7/24/2005
9/29/2006
3/19/2006
10/21/2003
12/23/2003
10/10/2003
12/15/2003
5/22/2003
4/9/2003
10/1/2002
1/27/2005
4/5/2002
4/23/2005

Age
8;1
7;9
7;4
6;2
6;8
9;1
8;11
9;2
9;0
9;7
9;6
10;3
7;11
10;9
7;9

Table 5.1: Hearing Children’s Personal Information
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Ethnicity
Caucasian
Caucasian
Asian Amer.
Asian Amer.
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
African Amer.
Caucasian
Caucasian
Mixed Race
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian

Other
n/a
n/a
ADD
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
ADHD

Parental Rating
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Fair
Good
Excellent
Good
Fair
Excellent
Good

Subject ID
H01
H02
H03
H04
H05
H06
H07
H08
H09
H10
H11
H12
H13
H14
H15

Compreh.
11/12
8/12
12/12
9/12
7/12
11/12
10/12
7/12
10/12
12/12
8/12
9/12
10/12
9/12
9/12

Retell
20/26
9/26
20/26
12/26
13/26
15/26
19/26
15/26
17/26
20/26
18/26
9/26
16/26
19/26
9/26

Late School
19/30
14/30
12/30
15/30
16/30
16/30
21/30
22/30
14/30
15/30
17/30
19/30
20/30
25/30
20/30

Aliens
23/34
19/34
20/34
11/34
10/34
24/34
25/34
26/34
17/34
25/34
17/34
17/34
16/34
22/34
18/34

Raw Score Age Equiv.
62
>12;3
41
7;3
52
8;9
38
6;11
39
7;1
55
9;11
65
>12;3
63
>12;3
48
8;3
60
>12;3
52
8;9
45
7;11
52
8;9
66
>12;3
47
8;1

Table 5.2: Hearing Participant TNL Results
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%ile Stand. Score
84th
13
37th
9
75th
13
63rd
11
63rd
11
50th
10
84th
13
75th
12
25th
8
63rd
11
37th
9
16th
7
63rd
11
84th
13
50th
10

Descriptor
term
above average
average
above average
average
average
average
above average
average
average
average
average
below average
average
above average
average

Subject
H01
H02
H03
H04
H05
H06
H07
H08
H09
H10
H11
H12
H13
H14
H15

Content
10 of 18
5 of 18
5 of 18
9 of 18
8 of 18
8 of 18
10 of 18
13 of 18
8 of 18
7 of 18
8 of 18
11 of 18
12 of 18
15 of 18
14 of 18

Events
3 of 4
1 of 4
3 of 4
1 of 4
3 of 4
3 of 4
4 of 4
3 of 4
1 of 4
2 of 4
3 of 4
4 of 4
3 of 4
4 of 4
1 of 4

Grammar
3 of 4
3 of 4
2 of 4
2 of 4
2 of 4
2 of 4
4 of 4
3 of 4
2 of 4
3 of 4
3 of 4
3 of 4
3 of 4
3 of 4
3 of 4

Story
3 of 4
3 of 4
2 of 4
3 of 4
3 of 4
3 of 4
3 of 4
3 of 4
3 of 4
3 of 4
3 of 4
1 of 4
2 of 4
3 of 4
2 of 4

Total
19 of 30
14 of 30
12 of 30
15 of 30
16 of 30
16 of 30
21 of 30
22 of 30
14 of 30
15 of 30
17 of 30
18 of 30
20 of 30
25 of 30
20 of 30

Table 5.3: Late For School Task Results for Hearing Group
Subject
H01
H02
H03
H04
H05
H06
H07
H08
H09
H10
H11
H12
H13
H14
H15

Setting
1 of 4
1 of 4
2 of 4
0 of 4
1 of 3
2 of 4
3 of 4
3 of 4
1 of 4
2 of 4
2 of 4
0 of 4
2 of 4
1 of 4
2 of 4

Characters
3 of 6
2 of 6
5 of 6
4 of 6
1 of 6
5 of 6
3 of 6
5 of 6
3 of 6
6 of 6
3 of 6
3 of 6
2 of 6
6 of 6
5 of 6

Story Elem.
8 of 12
4 of 12
4 of 12
2 of 12
2 of 12
9 of 12
9 of 12
7 of 12
5 of 12
10 of 12
4 of 12
6 of 12
4 of 12
10 of 12
6 of 12

Table 5.4: Aliens Task Results for Hearing Group
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Vocab Grammar
7 of 8
6 of 8
7 of 8
5 of 8
5 of 8
4 of 8
6 of 8
7 of 8
6 of 8
3 of 8
6 of 8
7 of 8
6 of 8
4 of 8
3 of 8

Story
4 of 4
2 of 4
2 of 4
0 of 4
1 of 4
4 of 4
4 of 4
4 of 4
2 of 4
4 of 4
2 of 4
1 of 4
2 of 4
1 of 4
2 of 4

Total
23 of 34
19 of 34
20 of 34
11 of 34
10 of 34
24 of 34
25 of 34
26 of 34
17 of 34
25 of 34
17 of 34
17 of 34
16 of 34
22 of 34
18 of 34

NARRATIVE COMPREHENSION
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Figure 5.1: Comprehension Scores: Hearing Subjects
The hearing students’ narrative comprehension scores ranged from seven to
twelve out of twelve possible points. The average comprehension score for the hearing
students was between nine and ten points. The average comprehension scores by age (six
through ten, respectively) were as follows: 8, 9.75, 10.5, 9.6, and 9. There did not appear
to be a direct correlation between age and comprehension ability. The eight year olds
outperformed the other students overall, though the youngest participants did have the
lowest average comprehension score.
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EXPRESSIVE NARRATION

Hearing Expressive Raw Score
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Figure 5.2: Expressive Raw Score Totals: Hearing Subjects
Identification Codes (i.e. H01) are present only on this figure and should be consulted as
needed.
The hearing students’ overall expressive story-telling (or oral narration) raw
scores suggest an increase with age. The raw scores ranged from 38-66, with a mean
expressive score of 52. The average raw scores by age (six through ten, respectively)
were as follows: 38.5, 48, 63.5, 55.6, and 55.5. However, there are variations within each
age, as would be expected. H02, H09, H11, and H12 obtained age equivalency scores
below their chronological ages, which is reflected in their lower expressive language raw
scores. For example, H09 is only one month younger than H06 but obtained a lower
overall expressive score by four points. Similarly, H02 and H15 are the same
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chronological age, but differed in total raw score by six points. The second oldest hearing
participant, H12, obtained the only descriptor score of “below average” and can be seen
to skew the trend in increasing expressive language scores with age.
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Figure 5.3: Percentile Ranks: Hearing Subjects
The percentile rank, as determined in the test manual by the overall expressive
raw score, for the hearing students is not directly related to age. Percentile rank is
calculated based on performance compared to age-matched peers, so, this outcome is not
measured against participants of other ages, rather against age-matched counterparts in
the test’s normative sample. Their percentile ranks represent a relationship to the
normative sample; therefore, those with a lower-than-expected raw score would reflect a
lower percentile rank. The percentile ranks ranged from 16th to 84th percent. The most
common percentile rank was the 63rd percentile. The second most common percentile
rank was the above average 84th percentile rank.
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Hearing Age Equivalence
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Figure 5.4: Age Equivalence Scores: Hearing Subjects
The age equivalence (or age of participants from the test’s normative sample that
scored similarly to the participant) range for the hearing subjects was from approximately
seven to over twelve years old. The test’s ceiling (or highest possible age equivalence)
was set at (greater than) twelve years, three months. The approximate average age
equivalence by age (six through ten, respectively) was as follows: seven years old, eight
years old, twelve years and three months old, ten years and three months old, and ten
years old. Therefore, all age groups performed at or above their expected age equivalency
as a whole. The eight year olds obtained the highest age equivalence average, exceeding
their chronological age by four years and three months.
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Figure 5.5: McDonald’s Story Retell Scores: Hearing Group
The hearing subjects produced between nine and twenty of twenty-six target items
from the McDonald’s Story of the Test of Narrative Language. The average number of
items included by the hearing group was between fifteen and sixteen. The average
number of items produced by age (six through ten, respectively) was: 12-13, 13-14, 1920, 17, and 14. In general, the items included in the story retell increased with age.
However, the higher performance of the eight-year-old participants, and the lower-thanexpected performance of one of the two ten-year-old children do impact the data. The
most frequently remembered numbers of items were nine and twenty (with three
participants remembering that number of items).
An analysis of the specific items omitted by the hearing subjects also revealed
important trends. Within the hearing group, the four most frequently omitted parts of the
story were: Tuesday, tonight, finally and wasn’t. “Tuesday” (the day the story took place,
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and the very first thing stated in the story task) was omitted by 100% of the hearing
participants. “Tonight,” which was stated by the mother at the start of her dialogue in the
story, was omitted by 73% of participants. Similarly, “finally” was omitted by the same
percent of participants. “Wasn’t” was omitted by 67% of participants, though the concept
of the purse not being there was still frequently included in stories- though not in that
specific, contracted word form. On the other hand, several target items were remembered
by a majority of the hearing participants. The mention of “mom” and “McDonald’s” was
included in 100% of their stories. This makes sense, as the mom is one of the main
characters of the story and McDonald’s was both the title and the setting of the story.
Lisa (another main character) was remembered by name by all but one hearing
participant. “Happy Meal” and “purse” were both mentioned in 87% of the hearing
students’ stories. This may be due to the fact that the purse being gone was both the
problem in the story and one of the most recently heard terms. Happy Meals are also
highly associated with McDonald’s.
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Hearing Late for School Story
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Figure 5.6: Late for School Story Scores: Hearing Subjects
The hearing subjects included between twelve and twenty-five of thirty target
narrative components from the Late for School Story of the Test of Narrative Language.
The average number of components included by the group was between seventeen and
eighteen. The average number of items produced by age (six through ten, respectively)
was: 15-16, 16-17, 20, 16-17, and 22. The above average performance of H01 and H07
(the eight-year-olds) is evident here, performing more on par with the ten-year-olds’
results. The oldest subject performed the best on this task. It is also evident from the
graph that, in general, the narratives did progress from the younger to older subjects.
The Late for School Story was coded according to four categories: content (i.e.
boy’s name, movement, backpack), events (i.e. includes temporal relationships and
causal relationships between events), grammar (i.e. grammatically correct sentences and
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same tense throughout the story), and story (i.e. makes sense, complete and well
organized).
The hearing groups’ content scores ranged from five to fifteen out of eighteen
possible items. The average number of content items was between nine and ten. The most
frequently included number of items was eight (or 44% of the targets). Their events
scores ranged from one to four out of four possible. The most frequent events score was
three out of four (or 75%). The average events score was between two and three. The
grammar score ranged from two to four out of four possible points.

The average

grammar score was also between two and three, with the most common grammar scoring
being a three. Finally, the hearing groups’ story scores ranged from one to three (with 0%
of participants receiving full story points) out of a possible four. Seventy-three percent of
the hearing participants received a three out of four on their story score. Again, the
average story score was between two and three points.
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Hearing Aliens Story
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Figure 5.7: Aliens Story Scores: Hearing Subjects
The hearing participants included between ten and twenty-six of the targeted
narrative components in the Aliens Story from the Test of Narrative Language. The
average number of components included by the group was between nineteen and twenty.
The average number of elements produced by age (six through ten, respectively) was: 1011, 18-19, 24, 21-22, and 19-20. This task was the most “complex” of the story creation
tasks, in that it required a narrative production based on a single picture. It is evident
from the data that there is clear growth in narrative abilities in single picture tasks
between ages six and seven in the hearing group. It is also clear that there is high
variability in narrative ability in the older ages. As a whole, the eight-year-olds through
ten-year-old subjects did include a greater number of narrative elements.
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The Aliens Story was coded according to five categories: setting (i.e. where and
when the story occurs), characters (i.e. naming both aliens and humans, including
dialogue), story elements (i.e. indicates a problem, actions and events, consequences, and
provides an ending), vocabulary and grammar (i.e. describes objects and specific
references), and story (i.e. makes sense and is complete and well organized).
The hearing groups’ setting scores ranged from zero to three out of four possible
points. No hearing students got full points for their story settings. The average settings
score was between one and two. The most frequent settings score was a two. Their
characters scores ranged from one to six out of six possible points. Thirteen percent (n=2)
of the hearing subjects got full points for their story characters. The average characters
score was between three and four, with three being the most frequently received number
of points. The hearing group received between two and ten points in the story elements
category. No hearing subjects received eleven or twelve points in this category. The
average story elements score was six, though four was the most frequent score. Next,
within the vocabulary and grammar category the hearing subjects earned between three
and seven points. Though no hearing student received between zero and two points, no
one earned full credit either. Six out of eight points was the most frequent story element
score. Finally, story scores ranged between zero and four (out of four). One child
received no points in the story category–meaning that their story did not make sense and
was not well organized or cohesive. On the other hand, 33% (n=5) of the hearing subjects
received four out of four story points. The most frequently received story score was a
two, and the average story score was between two and three.
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GENDER AND ETHNIC CONSIDERATIONS

Seven of the fifteen hearing participants were female. Their ages were: 6;2, 7;4,
7;9, 7;9, 9;1, 9;2, and 10;9. Both the oldest and youngest subjects from this sample were
female and none of the eight-year-old participants were female. The expressive raw
scores for these female participants were: 38, 52, 41, 49, 55, 63, and 66. Their average
raw score was 51.714. The male ages were: 6;8, 7;11, 8;1, 8;11, 9;0, 9;6, 9;7, and 10;3.
Their scores were: 39, 52, 62, 65, 48, 52, 60, and 45. Their average raw score was
52.875. The male sample included the two high-performing eight-year-olds, but also
included the one hearing subject who earned a “below average” descriptor term. Their
similar average raw score demonstrates a lack of significant gender difference in the
results.
In this fifteen-student hearing sample, only four of the subjects were nonCaucasian. The average score of the Caucasian participants was approximately 53, while
the average score of the two Asian African, one African American, and one Mixed
ethnicity participant was approximately 51. Two of the four non-Caucasian participants
were amongst the youngest subjects. All of these participants (excluding the one
Caucasian subject) received “average” or “above average” ratings and should be
considered comparable according to the test’s normative sample.
SUMMARY OF HEARING CHILDREN’S RESULTS

The range of scores on all tasks demonstrates the presence of variability in
narrative language performance on the TNL in the hearing group. The six and seven-yearold participants in this group tended to perform the lowest on the narrative language
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tasks. The age equivalence and percentile rank scores are somewhat revealing: they show
that participants H02, H09, H11, and H12 performed the lowest when compared to the
normative sample of the TNL. However, H12 was the sole participant to score outside of
the acceptable range of “average” according to the standard scores of the Examiner’s
Manual (Gillam & Pearson, 2004).
The overall expressive raw score shows evidence of a general improvement over
time of narrative language abilities (as determined via the story retell, picture sequencebased story, and single picture-based story). The Aliens Task presented the largest
challenge to the hearing participants with the average score of the group achieving only
56% of the total possible points (compared to an average of 59% possible on both the
Late for School and the McDonald’s Story Retell Tasks). Though this sample size is
small, these results lends credibility to the claim that single picture stories may reveal
differences (through the increase in missing elements)in narratives due to the lack of
structure inherent to the task (Hicks, 1990). Finally, the “average” and “above average”
performance of this group (with the exception of a lone participant) demonstrates that
they were relatively comparable to the TNL’s original normative sample in both age and
narrative ability.
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Chapter 6: Results for Deaf Children

Subject
ID
D01
D02
D03
D04
D05
D06
D07
D08
D09
D10
D11

Gender
Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
Male

Grade
3rd
4th
3rd
2nd
1st
1st
4th
1st
2nd
2nd
2nd

DOB
4/12/2004
1/12/2003
11/22/2003
4/10/2005
5/9/2006
1/20/2006
5/28/2003
12/6/2005
1/27/2005
7/20/2004
6/7/2005

Age
8;10
10;1
9;3
7;10
6;9
7;1
9;9
7;2
8;1
8;7
7;9

Table 6.1: Deaf Children’s Personal Information
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Ethnicity
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
Caucasian
Mixed
Caucasian
Caucasian
Afr. Amer.

Other
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
ADHD
N/a
N/A
N/A
N/A

Parental
Rating
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Good
Excellent
Good
Excellent
Excellent
Good
None Given

Subject
ID
Compreh.
D01
8/12
D02
10/12
D03
7/12
D04
7/12
D05
4/12
D06
8/12
D07
8/12
D08
7/12
D09
9/12
D10
11/12
D11
11/12

Retell
16 /26
19/26
13/26
13/26
5/26
8/26
18/26
8/26
14/26
21/26
19/26

Late
School
17/30
22/30
16/30
17/30
8/30
12/30
16/30
16/30
17/30
17/30
15/30

Aliens
25/34
29/34
17/34
15/34
7/34
11/34
14/34
18/34
14/34
23/34
17/34

Raw
Score
58
70
46
45
20
31
48
42
45
61
51

Table 6.2: Deaf Participant TNL Results
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Age
Equiv.
11;7
>12;3
8;1
7;11
<4;7
5;7
8;3
7;5
7;11
>12;3
8;7

Stand.
Percentile Score
63rd
11
91st
14
25th
8
25th
8
3rd
5
25th
8
25th
8
63rd
11
37th
9
75th
12
50th
10

Descriptor
term
average
above average
average
average
poor
average
average
average
average
average
average

Subject
ID
Age HL Onset
D01
8;10 Congenital
D02
10;1 Congenital
Congenital

HL-Type
Conductive
Bilateral

HL-Degree
Mild
Profound

Home Comm.
ASL
ASL

None Given

Profound

ASL

Moderate

ASL

D03

9;3

D04

7;10 Congenital Sensorineural

D05
D06
D07

7;1
6;9
9;9

Congenital
Congenital
Congenital

Bilateral
None Given
None Given

Mod-Severe
Moderate
Profound

Sign & English
Sign & English
ASL

D08
D09

7;2
8;1

Congenital
Congenital

Bilateral
None Given

Moderate
Profound

ASL
ASL

D10
D11

8;7
7;9

Congenital
Congenital

None Given
None Given

Profound
Profound

ASL
ASL

Table 6.3: Deaf Hearing Status Information
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Learned Sign
Parents
Parents
Family &
Friends
Family &
Friends
Parents,
Friends
Parents
Parents
Parents and
School
Parents
Parents &
Others
Parents

Parental
Fluency
Rating
Native-Like
Native-Like
Native-Like
Native-Like
Good
Good
Native-Like
Native-Like
Native-Like
Native-Like
Native-Like

Subject Content
D01
8 of 18
D02
11 of 18
D03
8 of 18
D04
10 of 18
D05
3 of 18
D06
5 of 18
D07
9 of 18
D08
9 of 18
D09
8 of 18
D10
7 of 18
D11
9 of 18

Events
2 of 4
4 of 4
2 of 4
2 of 4
0 of 4
1 of 4
0 of 4
0 of 4
2 of 4
3 of 4
1 of 4

Grammar
3 of 4
4 of 4
3 of 4
3 of 4
2 of 4
4 of 4
4 of 4
4 of 4
4 of 4
4 of 4
3 of 4

Story
4 of 4
3 of 4
3 of 4
2 of 4
3 of 4
2 of 4
3 of 4
3 of 4
3 of 4
3 of 4
2 of 4

Total
17 of 30
22 of 30
16 of 30
17 of 30
8 of 30
12 of 30
16 of 30
16 of 30
17 of 30
17 of 30
15 of 30

Table 6.4: Late for School Task Results for Deaf Group

Subject
D01
D02
D03
D04
D05
D06
D07
D08
D09
D10
D11

Setting
0 of 4
2 of 4
0 of 4
0 of 4
0 of 4
0 of 4
0 of 4
0 of 4
0 of 4
2 of 4
0 of 4

Characters
4 of 6
5 of 6
4 of 6
3 of 6
3 of 6
4 of 6
3 of 6
4 of 6
3 of 6
4 of 6
4 of 6

Story Elements
11 of 12
12 of 12
5 of 12
3 of 12
0 of 12
2 of 12
5 of 12
5 of 12
2 of 12
8 of 12
6 of 12

Table 6.5: Aliens Task Results for Deaf Group
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Vocab Grammar
6 of 8
7 of 8
6 of 8
7 of 8
4 of 8
5 of 8
5 of 8
7 of 8
7 of 8
7 of 8
7 of 8

Story
4 of 4
4 of 4
2 of 4
2 of 4
0 of 4
0 of 4
1 of 4
2 of 4
2 of 4
2 of 4
0 of 4

Total
25 of 34
29 of 34
17 of 34
15 of 34
7 of 34
11 of 34
14 of 34
18 of 34
14 of 34
23 of 34
17 of 34
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Figure 6.1: Narrative Comprehension Scores: Deaf Subjects
The deaf students’ narrative comprehension scores ranged from four to eleven out
of twelve possible points. The average comprehension score for the hearing students was
between eight and nine points. The average comprehension scores by age (six through
ten, respectively) were as follows: 4, 8.25, 9.33, 7.5 and 10. So, there was no clear
relationship between age and comprehension ability. The youngest student performed
substantially lower than the other participants, and for somereason the nine-year-olds did
not perform as well as the seven or eight-year-olds on the comprehension task. This also
correlates with their overall expressive scores (seen above), which indicated the nineyear-olds performed lower than the eight-year-olds and somewhat comparably to the
seven-year-olds on their expressive tasks.
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EXPRESSIVE NARRATION
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Figure 6.2: Expressive Raw Score Totals: Deaf Subjects
Note: the Subject IDs are included here and should be referenced as needed.
The deaf students’ overall expressive story-telling (or “oral” narration–in sign
language, of course) raw scores tended to increase with age. The raw scores ranged from
20-70, with a mean expressive score of 47. The average raw scores by age (six through
ten, respectively) were as follows: 20, 42-43, 54-55, 47, and 70. However, both the six
and nine-year-olds were the only ones from their age included in the study and are,
therefore, not an average of more than one value. As would be expected, a lot of variation
was seen in the data set. D03, D05, D06, D07, and D09 obtained age equivalency scores
below their chronological ages. This is reflected in their lower expressive language raw
scores as well. For example, the two nine-year-old participants performed lower than two
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of the three eight-year-olds. One of the eight-year-olds had the second highest overall
expressive raw score in the deaf group. There is a thirty-point difference between the
participant age 6;9 and 7;9, and a twenty-point difference between the participants ages
7;1 and 7;9. The sample here would indicate a dramatic growth in narrative scores by the
latter months of the seventh year, but the two youngest (and two lowest-performing)
participants are also the only two participants who communicate through both sign
language and spoken English. This important language consideration may be skewing the
data to the lower-end in these results. The deaf participant who was only one month older
(7;2) scored eleven points higher than the other subject.
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Figure 6.3: Percentile Ranks: Deaf Subjects
The percentile rank, as determined in the test manual by the overall expressive
raw score, for the deaf students does not appear to improve with age. Percentile rank is
calculated based on performance compared to age-matched peers, so, this outcome is not
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measured against participants of other ages, rather against age-matched counterparts in
the test’s normative sample. Their percentile ranks represent a relationship to the
normative sample; therefore, those with a lower-than-expected raw score would reflect a
lower percentile rank. The percentile ranks ranged from 3rd to 91st percent. The most
common percentile rank was the 25th percentile. The second most common percentile
rank was the 63rd percentile rank. Interestingly, the youngest participant was also the
lowest performing compared to the test’s normative sample, and the oldest participant
was the highest performing compared to the normative sample.
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Figure 6.4: Age Equivalence Scores: Deaf Subjects
The age equivalence (or age of participants from the test’s normative sample that
scored similarly to the participant) range for the deaf subjects was from approximately
four years and three months old to over twelve years old. The test’s ceiling (or highest
possible age equivalence) was set at (greater than) twelve years, three months. The
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approximate average age equivalence by age (six through ten, respectively) was as
follows: four years and three months old, seven-and-a-half years old, ten-and-a-half years
old, eight years and two months old, and twelve-and-a-half years old. Age equivalence
performance was quite varied within the deaf group. The six-year-old participant and two
nine-year-old participants obtained scores below their chronological ages. However, the
other three groups exceeded their ages on average. One of the eight-year-old participants
exceeded their chronological age by approximately three years and six months.
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Figure 6.5: McDonald’s Story Retell Scores: Deaf Subjects
The deaf subjects included between five and twenty-one of twenty-six target
items from the McDonald’s Story of the Test of Narrative Language. The average
number of items included by the deaf group was fourteen. The average number of items
produced by age (six through ten, respectively) was: five, twelve, seventeen, between
fifteen and sixteen, and nineteen. In general, the items included in the story retell
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increased with age. However, one of the eight-year-old participants performed better than
all other subjects on this task, and one of the seven-year-olds obtained the same raw score
as the oldest participant. The most frequently remembered number of items were eight,
thirteen, and nineteen (with two participants remembering that number of items).
An analysis of the specific items omitted by the deaf subjects also revealed
important trends. Within the deaf group, “Tuesday” (the day the story took place, and the
very first thing stated in the story task) was omitted by all eleven students, as was
“reached” and “wasn’t.” In sign language, “reached” required the student perform the
action themselves, which none of the students did. They tended to say “FORGOT
PURSE” or “LEFT HOME,” neither requiring a reach toward the missing purse.
Similarly, the term “wasn’t” was never explicitly signed. No one signed “NOT” or “NOT
HERE” when talking about the purse, though all but five students conceptually
recognized that the purse was missing. This item demonstrates a problem item when
translating the test to ASL, because it is penalizing the students for something that they
still included in the retell. The other frequently omitted items included: Big Mac (91% or
n=10 omitted), “Tonight” (73% or n=8 omitted) and “Raymond” (64% or n=7 omitted).
Interestingly, all but three (n=8) participants attempted to fingerspell the name
“Raymond” with varying levels of success. So it is not that they did not retain the
information; the difficulty arose in accurate reproduction of the name. This item also
represents one possibly biased against ASL users.
On the other hand, several target items were included by a majority of the deaf
participants. “Mom,” “McDonald’s,” and “salad” were included in 100% of their stories.
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Because the first two are essential to the story their inclusion makes logical sense;
however, the fact that all the deaf students produced the sign for “salad” is interesting.
Signs for food are amongst the earliest learned by deaf children, and perhaps something
about the location and movement of the sign for “salad” makes it more memorable. This
could be an interesting point for further investigation. “Shake,” “drove,” and “to eat”
were the next most frequently remembered items (by 82% or n=11 of subjects in the case
of all three). The presence of verbs at the end of an utterance (in OSV grammatical
structure of ASL) may make them more memorable due to a recency effect. A few
subjects signed “CAR” but did not sign the verb form for drove. All other items were
omitted by between three and six subjects each.
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Figure 6.6: Late for School Story Scores: Deaf Subjects
The deaf subjects included between eight and twenty-two of thirty target narrative
components from the Late for School Story of the Test of Narrative Language. The
average number of components included by the group was between fifteen and sixteen.
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The average number of items produced by age (six through ten, respectively) was: 8, 15,
17, 16, and 22. The slightly lower performance of the two nine-year-old participants
compared to the eight-year-olds is evident here. Overall, the largest difference in raw
score is seen between the two subjects who both sign and speak (D05 and D06, the two
youngest participants). The oldest subject also performed the best on this task. The graph
indicates a generally equal story production skill between the deaf subjects on the picture
sequence-based task.
As mentioned above, the Late for School Story was coded according to four
categories: content, events, grammar, and story. The deaf groups’ content scores ranged
from three to eleven out of eighteen possible items. The average number of content items
was eight items. The most frequently included number of items were either eight or nine
(n=3 subjects for both frequencies). Their events scores ranged from zero to four out of
four possible. The most frequent events score was two out of four (or 50%). The average
events score was between one and two. The grammar score ranged from two to four out
of four possible points. The average grammar score was also between three and four,
with the most common grammar scoring being a four. Finally, the deaf groups’ story
scores ranged from two to four (with all participants receiving at least one story point)
out of a possible four. Sixty-four percent of the deaf participants received a three out of
four on their story score, which was the most common. The average story score was
between two and three points. Interestingly, though two of the three participants who
earned zero story points were the two youngest (ASL and English users), the other
participant who received no story points was nine years old.
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Figure 6.7: Aliens Story Scores: Deaf Subjects
The deaf participants included between seven and twenty-nine of the targeted
narrative components in the Aliens Story from the Test of Narrative Language. The
average number of components included by the group was between seventeen and
eighteen. The average number of components produced by age (six through ten,
respectively) was: 7, 15-16, 20-21, 15-16, and 29. Based on these data, there does not
appear to be a linear gain in single-picture narrative skills in the school-age years. There
is a large amount of variability between and within ages. The nine-year-old participants
performed more poorly than all but the youngest eight-year-old participant. So, this
narrative ability likely relates to variables other than purely maturation.
As before, the Aliens Story was coded according to five categories: setting,
characters, story elements, vocabulary and grammar, and story. The hearing groups’
setting scores ranged from zero to two out of four possible points. No deaf students got
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more than 50% of the points for setting. The average settings score was between zero and
one, because nine of the eleven participants received a zero for setting. This is a
noteworthy result. Their characters scores ranged from three to five of six possible points.
The average characters score was between three and four, with four being the most
frequently received number of points (n=6). The deaf group received between zero and
twelve out of twelve possible points in the story elements category. The average story
elements score was between five and six, though five was the most frequent score (n=3).
The oldest participant was the only one to receive full points, followed closely by his
eight-year-old brother who received eleven points. The two youngest participants
received a zero and two, respectively. They demonstrated a clear lack of story element
inclusion in their productions. Seven out of eight points was the most frequent story
element score.
Next, within the vocabulary and grammar category the hearing subjects earned
between four and seven points. Though all deaf students earned at least 50% of the points
in this category, no one earned full credit either. Finally, story scores ranged between
zero and four (maximum: four). Three students received no points in the story category;
their stories did not make sense and were not well organized or cohesive. On the other
hand, two of the eleven deaf subjects received four out of four story points. The most
frequently received story score was a two, and the average story score was between one
and two. No participant received a score of three in this subcategory.
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GENDER AND ETHNIC COMPARISONS

Six of the eleven deaf subjects were female. Their ages were: 6;9, 7;1, 7;2, 8;1,
8;7, and 9;3. Their average expressive raw score was 40.8333. The male participants’
ages were: 7;9, 7;10, 8;10, 9;9, and 10;1. Their average expressive raw score was 54.4.
However, it doesn’t quite work to compare the performance of these two groups to each
other. The three youngest participants (and two participants not born to deaf parents)
were all female. The two oldest participants were both male as well. So, the data would
be skewed in favor of the male subjects, regardless of their gender because of the ages
comprising the groups. Gender is not considered to be the reason for this difference in
this instance.
Only two of the eleven deaf participants were non-Caucasian. Their average
expressive raw score was 46.5, compared to the Caucasian participants’ 47.1111. Both of
the non-Caucasian subjects (one African American, one Mixed ethnicity) were seven
years old. Because seven was towards the younger end of this study’s sample age range
(and would potentially produce less mature narratives), if anything, the non-Caucasian
deaf participants might potentially have higher expressive skills on average than the
Caucasian participants. However, this conclusion cannot be drawn from such a small
sample.
SUMMARY OF DEAF CHILDREN’S RESULTS

Like the hearing group, there was a great amount of variability in task
performance (i.e. seven was the average raw score for six-year-olds compared to a raw
score of twenty-nine for nine-year-olds on the Aliens Task). The six and seven-year-old
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participants in this group also tended to perform the lowest on the narrative language
tasks, though the two nine-year-old deaf participants also received lower scores on tasks
compared to the eight-year-old participants. The percentile rank scores show that
participants D03, D05, D06, and D07 all performed in the bottom quartile when
compared to the normative sample of the TNL. However, D05 was the sole participant to
score outside of the acceptable range of “average” according to the standard scores of the
Examiner’s Manual (Gillam& Pearson, 2004). D05 and D06 (the two youngest
participants) both were rating as having “Good” as opposed to “Native-Like” sign
fluency, which may have played a role in their performance on this measure.
The overall expressive raw score shows evidence of a improvement with age on
these narrative tasks (see Figure 6.2). Again, the Aliens Task presented the largest
challenge to the deaf participants with the average score of the group achieving only 51%
of the total possible points (though comparable to their 52% performance average on the
Late for School Task). Within this group, their average score out of the total possible
points was highest for the Story Retell Task (54%).Overall, the deaf group predominantly
(n=9) scored in the “average” range; therefore, the TNL did not misrepresent these
students as having language difficulties when the students’ families and schools did not
otherwise acknowledge there were any problems. It will be important to expand this
sample size in future investigations into the TNL’s use with sign population for more
definitive conclusions to be drawn.
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Chapter 7: Comparison of Group Results
NARRATIVE COMPREHENSION

Hearing Mean: 9.37; Deaf Mean: 7.816 (these means represent the average scores
within each age group)
Note: for the Hearing Average students at age six n=2, age seven n=4, age eight n=2,
age nine n=5, and age ten n=2; for the Deaf Average students at age six n=1, age seven
n=4, age eight=3, age nine n=2, and age ten n=1.
Figure 7.1: Narrative Comprehension Comparison
None of the children in the deaf group answered all of the factual comprehension
questions correctly. On the other hand, there were fewer older children in the deaf group
and both of the ten-year-olds in the hearing group were chronologically older than the
lone ten-year-old in the deaf group (though a seven-year-old student was the one who got
all twelve points in the hearing group). The four deaf participants who scored highest on
the comprehension task ALL omitted the “clerk” when asked which other characters were
in the story. This omission was seen in100% (n=11) of the deaf subjects and only 13%
(n=2) of the hearing subjects. This difference may be caused by difficulty with
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comprehension of the question in ASL. The deaf students may not have considered the
clerk an integral part of the story, since he was only mentioned near the end.
A display of the average comprehension scores by age (six through ten) is seen
above. Overall, hearing children’s factual-based comprehension of the first task’s story
was higher than those of the deaf children, except for the ten-year-olds. Both groups
demonstrated variable performance by age, in that older children did not always have a
higher comprehension score than younger children in either group.

EXPRESSIVE NARRATION

Hearing Mean: 52.3333; Deaf Mean: 47
Note: for the Hearing Average students at age six n=2, age seven n=4, age eight n=2,
age nine n=5, and age ten n=2; for the Deaf Average students at age six n=1, age seven
n=4, age eight=3, age nine n=2, and age ten n=1.
Figure 7.2: Expressive Raw Score Comparison
When averaged by age, hearing participants performed slightly better than deaf
participants on their overall expressive raw score totals, except at age ten. This resulted
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from the lower-performing hearing ten-year-old’s score and the strong performance of
the deaf ten-year-old from the sample. Interestingly, both groups showed the same higher
performance of eight-year-old participants over nine-year-olds. Especially for the six and
ten-year-olds in the deaf group, it is emphasized that with only one participant at this age
this data should be interpreted with caution.

Hearing Mean: 15.4; Deaf Mean: 14
Figure 7.3: McDonald’s Story Retell Score Comparison
Again, when the scores between the groups are compared by age the hearing
group on slightly outperformed the deaf group at ages seven through nine. The deaf
participant representing the six-year-old group performed significantly lower than the
hearing six-year-olds and the ten-year-old deaf participant earned five more points
toward their raw score than the hearing ten-year-olds. Again, the eight-year-old
participants in both groups performed particularly well (earning approximately five more
points than those the year below them).
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Hearing Mean: 17.6; Deaf Mean: 15.7273
Figure 7.4: Late for School Story Score Comparison
Similar patterns are evident in the average scores on the Late for School task. For
the first time, the hearing ten-year-olds matched the performance of the deaf ten-year-old.
The seven-year-old participants performed comparably on this task as well. The lower
performance of the six-year-old participant in the deaf group is also clear in this
representation. Overall, this task demonstrated the closest performance of the two groups
across the ages. So, this task could be considered the most appropriately tested by the
same norms if these results were replicable (especially if ASL-only six-year-olds were
participating).

Further analysis of the coding (from the TNL manual) of the picture sequence task
might provide valuable insight. The coding of the “Late for School” task included
“content” (i.e. the boy’s name, spilling the milk, breaking the shoelace, etc.), “events”
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(i.e. indicating temporal relationships between events and indicating causal relationships
between events), “grammar” (i.e. using grammatically correct sentences and the same
tense throughout the story), and “story” (i.e. the story makes sense, and is creative and
well organized) subcategories.

Hearing Mean: 9.5333; Deaf Mean: 7.9091
Figure 7.4A: Late for School Story Content Score Comparison
The average content score for the hearing participants was 9.5333, compared to
the 7.9091 of the deaf participants. The hearing participants included more content
informaiton from the pictures on average than the deaf participants, except at age nine.
Both groups at all ages omitted some content information. The six-year-old deaf subject
who earned a “poor” descriptor rating can be seen to skew the deaf groups’ line
downward. If that point were excluded, one would see that participants in both groups at
all ages averaged between approximately eight and thirteen of the content target items.
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Hearing Mean: 2.6; Deaf Mean: 1.5455
Figure 7.4B: Late for School Events Score Comparison
The average events score for thehearing groupwas 2.6, while the average score for
the deaf group was 1.5455. Both groups achieved full events credit by age ten and tended
to improve with age. In general, the hearing group averaged higher scores in the events
subcategory until the age of ten. Again, the low-performing six-year-old deaf participant
skews the data, receiving no points.
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Hearing Mean: 2.7333; Deaf Mean: 3.4545
Figure 7.4C: Late for School Grammar Score Comparison
Interestingly, the deaf group earned higher scores in the grammar coding on
average than the hearing group. Both groups showed an increase in grammar from the
younger years, though the average by age was lower than the full four points for each age
except the lone ten-year-old deaf participant. The average score for participants in the
hearing group was 2.7333, and for the deaf group the average was 3.4545.
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Hearing Mean: 2.6667; Deaf Mean: 2.8182
Figure 7.4D: Late for School Story Score Comparison
Finally, the story category again showed higher average performance by the deaf
group over the hearing group. The average hearing score was 2.6667, as opposed to
2.8182 for the deaf group. Here, we see a non-linear change with age. The deaf and
hearing groups had identical age averages at six and seven-years-old. The weaker
performance of the hearing ten-year-old who received the “below average” descriptor
rating is evident here (having received a 1) skewing the ten-year-old data lower.
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Hearing Mean: 19.333; Deaf Mean: 17.2727
Figure 7.5: Aliens Story Score Comparison
Though the hearing children performed better at all ages (except for age ten), the
parallel growth from ages six to eight-years-old is interesting. The growth from six to
seven years of age would not be expected to be as discrepant for the hearing group,
because the six-year-old deaf participant was deemed to have “poor” expressive language
skills. The higher performance of the eight-year-olds in both groups is also evident here.
In general, the hearing participants did not come as close to the maximum performance
on the story generation task, which indicates that the deaf participants are just as (if not
more) capable of obtaining high scores on this standardized measure.
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Because the Aliens story was constructed from a single picture and it is
acknowledged in the research as being the most “complex” type of story-generation task,
further analysis was conducted on the information coded for in this particular task. This
task is the least structured in that there is no progression of the story provided, no action
indicated, and the cognitive load is placed on the child to create the story sequence (since
the picture represents only a single moment in time and does not provide cues to
important story elements).
First, “setting” was examined: did the children include where and when the story
took place? The average score for the hearing children was 1.5333 and the average score
for the deaf children was 0.3636. A graph of their differences by age follows:

Hearing Mean: 1.5333; Deaf Mean: 0.3636
Figure 7.5A: Aliens Story Setting Score Comparison
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Here, we see that the hearing children (other than the oldest subjects) included
more setting information on average with age. The deaf children tended to include no
setting information, except for the oldest participant.
Next, “characters” were examined: were the humans and aliens given names, and
was dialogue included between characters? The average score for thehearing group was
3.7333 and the average score for the deaf group was 3.7272. A graph of their differences
by age is seen below:

Hearing Mean: 3.7333; Deaf Mean: 3.7272
Figure 7.5B: Aliens Story Characters Score Comparison
Here, we see that both groups tended to include information about characters.
They also both showed improvements in characterization with age, as a whole. At all
ages except for age nine we see the deaf children earning higher scores on average.
“Story elements” was the next category coded for during the Aliens task. Story
elements included: indicating a problem, actions and events, indicating temporal
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relationships between actions, indicating causal relationships, consequence or resolution,
and providing an ending. These elements are considered essential to a complete and
cohesive story grammar. The average hearing child’s “story element” score was 6 (when
averaging across all participants), and the average deaf child’s score was a 5.3636. A
graph of their averages by age is displayed on the following page.

Hearing Mean: 6; Deaf Mean: 5.3636
Figure 7.5C: Aliens Story Story Elements Score Comparison
One can see a definite increase in story element inclusion between the ages of six
and eight. Despite the slightly lower performance of the nine-year-olds in both groups
compared to the eight-year-olds we see that the eight through ten-year-old participants
outperformed the six and seven-year-old subjects.
“Vocabulary and grammar” was the next area of interest, which accounted for:
object descriptions, reference usage, consistent tense throughout the story, and
grammatically correct sentence production. The average score for the hearing participants
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was 5.4667, compared to the deaf participants’ 6.1818 (averaging across all participants).
This difference can be seen here:

Hearing Mean: 5.4667; Deaf Mean: 6.1818
Figure 7.5D: Aliens Story Vocabulary & Grammar Score Comparison
The deaf students’ vocabulary and grammar averages by age, except for the lone
six-year-old participant, were higher than the hearing students’. However, we see that
children ages six through ten all achieved roughly similar scores in this category. There
does not appear to be a distinct age-related growth in vocabulary and grammar as coded
for in the TNL.
Finally, the “story” coding examined: did the story make sense and was it creative
and well organized? The average story score of the hearing participants was 2.3571,
while the average score for the deaf participants was 1.7273. Their data averaged by age
are seen here:
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Hearing Mean: 2.3571; Deaf Mean: 1.7273
Figure 7.5E: Aliens Story Story Score Comparison
Other than the ten-year-old deaf participant, the hearing participants showed a
greater mastery of the story component of their narrative. Evidently, the oldest hearing
participants demonstrated some difficulty with this element of their narratives (which was
the opposite of the oldest deaf participant).

Importantly, individual variation can impact data averages with a smaller sample
size (such as in the case of this study); therefore, thesedata should be interpreted with
caution.
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Chapter 8: Discussion
HEARING GROUP RESULTS
Overall, the raw score composite of the three oral expressive tasks for hearing
children showed growth with age, though there appears to be nothing linear about this
growth. Largely, the eight to ten-year-old children outperformed the six and seven-yearolds. However, growth over time was less evident in the individual tasks. Large
variability within each age grouping (i.e. the six-year-olds compared to each other) was
evidence of individual variance in narrative ability. This is confirmed when one examines
the age equivalence and percentile rank scores earned by the students. The age
equivalence score compares an individual’s raw score composite (of the three expressive
narrative tasks) and looks at the average age within the normative sample that earned that
score. Similarly, the normative data allowed the test’s creators to rank the participants in
the normative sample according to their scores by age from lowest to highest. The
Examiner’s Manual allows for a comparison between the individual being tested and the
original normative sample and places them in a percentile (the percentile number tells the
number of subjects at the age that the participant scored higher than). The hearing
students earned a wide array of age equivalencies and percentile ranks. Some of the
participants obtained age equivalencies within three months of their chronological age
(i.e. H15), while others earned age equivalencies drastically different than their true age
(i.e. H01). The same goes for their percentile ranks, ranging from below twentieth to
above eightieth percent for their ages.
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It is also important to consider the higher or lower-than-average performance of
certain members of the sample group. Multiple members of the hearing group earned
“above average” descriptor term ratings when their scores were compared to the
normative sample of the test, while only one performed “below average” by the same
comparison. In general, the hearing children earned closer to the maximum raw score on
the story retell and sequenced-picture generation tasks (with all subjects missing eight or
more points off the maximum raw score for the single-picture Aliens task). This
continues to lend credibility to the idea that a single-picture based narrative task may
place the highest demand on a child’s abilities.
More specifically, during the retell task all hearing children included target items
crucial to the story (i.e. “mom” and “McDonald’s”) but tended to omit detail-oriented or
unusual form (contracted) words (i.e. “finally,” “wasn’t,” and “Tuesday”). The hearing
children demonstrated low performance in the “story” category in the Late for School
task, with no one receiving full points. In the Aliens story, on the other hand, many
students received full points in the “story” category. This shows that the type of
elicitation material can have a significant impact on resultant outcomes; in this instance,
the greater flexibility of the single picture context allowed for more individual freedom in
the “story” category and the students obtained higher scores. Importantly, the Aliens task
performance of this group also alludes to a lack of mastery by the hearing children in
setting, grammar, and story element categories. However, hearing children did tend to
include the “character” component in their narratives. These nuances of the sample group
should be considered in future narrative research.
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DEAF GROUP RESULTS

The deaf participants also showed a range of abilities on the target areas of the
TNL. This can be linked to multiple factors contributing to their language abilities (i.e.
age, hearing status, etc.). The two youngest deaf participants performed the poorest on all
tasks and obtained the lowest comparative rankings when considered against the
normative population of the TNL (though only the youngest participant received below
“average” as their overall rating). Importantly, these two students are also the only two
students that communicate in both the spoken and signed modalities, and they
communicate via spoken English in their home environment. However, the fact that they
are also the youngest and have had the least number of years in their academic setting is
an important consideration. The variable and surprisingly low scores for the deaf
children’s narrative comprehension call into question the appropriateness of this form of
questioning about material. This may be a potential difference in educational
environments. On the story retell task, it was very interesting that all participants
remembered the main points and also remembered “salad.” The reason for the salience of
this sign may provide insight into the types of target items most appropriate for an ASLbased story retell task. Additionally, the fingerspelled names caused some trouble for the
deaf participants. The lack of exposure to a name before the task may have made it
almost like a “non-word” repetition task, as opposed to a memory task–which would
influence their ability to recall the item.
For the two story generation tasks some interesting results were evident. In the
Late for School task, if the two youngest and the oldest participant’s data were to be
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removed, the other eight participants would all have earned nearly identical scores. This
similarity in their picture sequence-based generation should not go unnoted. On that task,
no deaf child included more than eleven of the eighteen content items (based on what
they were seeing), which may indicate that deaf children do not home in on the same type
of information as hearing children when constructing their stories. On the Aliens task, the
“settings” category also was another prime subcategory omitted from the narrative. The
deaf participants included none to all “story element” target items, with the two youngest
and the oldest participant representing the two extremes. Surprisingly, for those
participants who only communicate via ASL, the TNL did not categorize anyone into the
“below average” (or lower) category when compared to the original (hearing) normative
population.
COMPARING HEARING AND DEAF CHILDREN’S PERFORMANCE

Hearing participants in this study outperformed deaf participants in almost all
areas. Their comprehension, story retell, overall picture sequence-based story generation
(including Content and Events subcategories), and overall single picture story generation
(including Setting, Story elements, and Story subcategories) raw scores were all higher
on average by age than the deaf participants’. This was true at all ages, except for the tenyear-old deaf subject who outperformed the hearing ten-year-olds consistently on nearly
all measures (excluding the Late for School Content subcategory).
On the other hand, the areas where the deaf subjects performed higher are of
significance, considering that this assessment was created for and normed on hearing
children in English. In ASL, the deaf participants obtained higher Grammar raw scores
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by age on average (with even the lowest-performing six-year-old deaf subject tying the
hearing six-year-old) in the Late for School task. The deaf subjects at ages eight and ten
had higher averages than the hearing subjects (and tied with the hearing subjects at all
other ages) on the Story coding of the Late for School task. In the Aliens task, deaf
subjects on average outperformed hearing participants at all ages except age nine in the
Characters subcategory. Similarly, the deaf subjects performed higher on the Vocabulary
and Grammar coding at all ages, except age six.
The descriptor terms yielded by consulting the Examiner’s Manual for ratings of
an individual’s performance on this test are given to parents in response to the question,
“How is my child’s narrative language?” For this hearing sample, four of the fifteen
participants were considered “above average,” while one was considered “below
average” (all others falling within the “average” range). On the other hand, only one deaf
participant was rated as “above average,” while one other was deemed “poor” (the rating
below “below average”). Therefore, it might be inferred that the TNL rates higher-level
English performance at a different rate or with a different level of accuracy than it does
when the test is administered in ASL.

FUTURE TNL ADAPTATION TO ASL

The item analysis yielded important information about future use of this test via
ASL. For the comprehension questions, the fingerspelled names of the characters would
need to be given greater consideration. Taking into account things such as the number of
letters and the complexity of handshapes during the name would have an impact on the
likelihood an individual would be able to remember and reproduce them. Also, the fact
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that all eleven deaf participants omitted the “clerk” when asked, “Who was in the story?”
would indicate a need for rephrasing of the question.
Similarly, the omitted story retell items also provide information about
appropriate adaptation of this test to ASL in the future. While approximately half of the
hearing subjects (seven of fifteen) omitted the “Big Mac” from their story, all but one
deaf participant did not include it. This could be because of the familiarity with the
burger itself, the nature of the sign (as a signing and fingerspelling combination), or an
unknown factor. The types of signs omitted in story retell tasks could be an important
point for future research. “Reached” was also omitted by all deaf participants. The fact
that the sign for this word was omitted by all participants, though the concept was not,
should be given credit were future adaptation of the TNL to ASL to be complete.
Participants were penalized a point on their raw score for this sign. Much in the same
way, the word “wasn’t” does not exist in ASL. The target item would need to be changed
to “NOT HERE,” instead of “wasn’t there.” Again, if the participant signed “FORGOT
HOME” that implied that the purse wasn’t there in ASL. These conceptual and
vocabulary considerations are crucial to accurate depiction of ASL users’ language
performance.

CONCLUSIONS

This study examined the use of the TNL to assess deaf children’s narrative skills
in ASL and compared their performance to age-matched, English-speaking, hearing
children. Though the dispute about ASL’s status as a “true language” has been resolved,
differences in its grammar and organization via the manual-visual modality are still going
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to require considerations when examining narrative structure via sign (i.e. the use of 3dimensional space, recurring and duration-based verb inflection, etc.) (Valli et al.,
2011).Importantly, the fact that nine of the eleven deaf participants were still rated as
having “average” narrative language (with one being rated “above average”) when this
test was administered in ASL is of some significance. Therefore, several inferences can
be drawn from this study:
1. The test did “favor” the hearing participants in several of the tasks (in that the
hearing group performed higher). Specific information, including the type of
factual comprehension questions asked and the story retell task target items
are likely inappropriate for future ASL assessment via this test (or others).
2. The story generation tasks appear to have utility with ASL users. The story
retell, picture sequence, and single picture narratives allowed the deaf group’s
vocabulary, grammar, and characterization narrative strengths to come across
in the form of higher (or comparable to the hearing group) scores.
3. On the other hand, story elements, events, and setting coding from the TNL do
not seem to accurately analyze ASL stories (yielding a lower performance by
the deaf group).
Differences in the construction of spoken versus signed narratives should be a
focal point of consideration in future research. Because the TNL’s construction was not
based on theoretical data on signed narratives there will be changes necessary before it is
truly an appropriate measure with this alternate population. The important differences in
the language modalities (some of which were elucidated throughout this study) and what
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makes a “good story” will be essential for appropriate use of this measure in the future
with deaf individuals (Valli et al., 2011).
With regard to the original hypotheses, the results of this study indicate a mixture
of accurate and inaccurate projections about narratives and the relationship between this
study’s hearing and deaf elementary-age groups:


H1: Based on the increase in both overall raw scores per task and more
specific subcategory scores within the story generation tasks, both complexity
and cohesion tend to increase from the younger to older ages within both
groups.



H2: This study did not demonstrate that deaf children would be outperforming
hearing children at younger ages (six and seven). The younger deaf children
did exceed the hearing children’s scores in certain areas (i.e. vocabulary and
grammar, characters); however, this relationship continued into the older ages
and was not specific to younger signers. It is important to note that this
particular information was largely impacted by the two low-performing
members of the deaf group (and might not have been the case if more children
or alternate children had been available for the testing instead). Therefore, any
assumptions about the differences in the language modalities and early
signer’s strengths in story-telling resultant from cultural differences would
need to be determined in future research, as the sampling was inadequate for
these points of investigation presently.
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H3: The projection that the deaf group’s overall raw score would be lower
than the hearing groups’ scores was accurate (excluding the ten-year-old
signer). The overall expressive raw score included all of the target items and
various coding categories that may have been less appropriate for the ASL
users. These “problem items” may have depressed the deaf groups’ scores
compared to their hearing counterparts.



H4: On the whole, the resultant categorization of the deaf participants
(excluding the youngest member) as scoring within the “average” or “above
average” range when compared to the hearing normative sample is an
indication that the TNL can serve some utility with the deaf population. The
TNL allows examination of various components of deaf narratives, though the
areas where they scored lower than the hearing group should be closely
examined in any future adaptation of this test to ASL. The TNL did still allow
information about expressive narrative skills of deaf sign language users to be
examined via three types of tasks and might be beneficial for use with this
population in the future by SLPs.

In conclusion, this study on the administration of the TNL with both deaf and
hearing elementary-age students contributes general knowledge to the study of
appropriate assessment of alternate populations, specific information about the
differences in performance on a standardized measure between the spoken and signed
modalities, and adds a potential tool for SLPs after appropriate adaptation of the TNL is
made when research on signed narratives expands in the coming years.
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Chapter 9: Limitations
In research (particularly with human subjects), various methodological
problems may limit the scope of a study or the ability to generalize the results to the
population at large. Multiple challenges and restraining variables arose related to this
study. First, parental report may have overestimated the hearing and deaf children’s
expressive language ability; however, the children’s TNL descriptor results fell within the
“average” or higher range for all subjects except two, indicating that the parents did not
significantly inflate their child’s likely performance on the expressive language test. The
first nine hearing students may have had a better performance than a typical student
because of their attendance at a small, private school; however, they did not perform
atypically well on these language tasks and their language skills were considered
“normal,” regardless of their overall academic performance for the purposes of this
domain-specific testing. Other evidence against this is the fact that the parents of the two
lowest-performing deaf children rated their sign skills as “Good,” rather than “NativeLike.” This acknowledges that the parents realize their child’s sign language may not be
as advanced as some of their peers.
Next, the limited number of children in both groups yielded a very small sample
of children at the targeted ages of six to ten. Ideally, future research would administer this
test to both groups using a very large sample (of 100 or more children). This was done
with the hearing children in the creation of the TNL, so this will be especially important
with the deaf children in order to generalize the test’s usefulness via sign language with
greater statistical certainty. As the current study’s sample was so limited due to
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recruitment difficulties, its conclusions and inferences should be interpreted with caution
prior to generalization to the deaf population as a whole.
In addition, the sample of deaf children was from only one school in the state of
Texas; this may mean that their story-telling abilities and the signs produced might
potentially differ from students in other segments of the country. This should be
considered in future research. Obtaining a more geographically diverse deaf population
sample would be desirable for future research. Due to sampling limitations, the racial
distribution of the deaf group was largely Caucasian (other than two students), which
should be considered before generalizing data to less homogeneous groups. Additionally,
the smaller number of subjects (eleven, instead of fifteen) provided fewer numbers
contributing to the average and made direct comparisons more difficult.
An additional sampling limitation of this group of deaf children is the fact that
they were all deaf children of deaf adults. Future research should include deaf children of
hearing adults (which would represent the majority of deaf children). This study’s sample
of deaf children exposed to sign from birth is not going to be directly comparable to deaf
children who do not begin to learn sign until school-age years or are mainstreamed in
non-sign language educational settings.
Due to limitations of both time and funding, only one language test was
administered to a small sample of deaf children. In the future, other “gold standard”
language tests could be administered to a representative cross-section of the deaf
populations to determine their utility. An inventory of standardized measures tested
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against hearing control groups that are appropriate for use with the deaf population could
be developed for speech-language pathologists working within the deaf setting.
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Chapter 10: Future Research
In the future, determining appropriate assessment of individuals who use ASL
should attempt to account for the nuances of ASL, as well as the cultural expectations of
the signing community relative to narratives. Tests should be normed on representatively
large samples (100 or more at each target age, ideally), and should also include ASL
users who are not deaf children of deaf adults. This will allow generalization to the ASL
community at large, rather than the specific subpopulation of deaf of deaf. However,
because children who comprise the deaf of deaf community are raised in a sign
environment from birth, their ASL use may be most comparable to that of a typicallydeveloping spoken language user. This difference in language experience must be
accounted for in determining narrative expectations throughout the school-age years. If
the child did not begin learning sign until their enrollment in a school (for example), their
sign skills would not necessarily be comparable to a same-age peer who has signed since
birth.
More research is needed to continue understanding ASL narrative development,
but the potential for its examination via adapted measures could prove useful for SLPs in
settings where they work with this population. ASL is its own language, wholly
dissimilar from English, but the assessment measures for users of ASL should also be
held to a high standard of reliability and validity in its psychometric make-up.
Importantly, because a majority of the individuals who are creating assessment measures
are hearing, the appropriate assessment of deaf individuals will need to take a higher
priority within this group of test creators. Education about differences between ASL and
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English, as well as their narrative development, should be encouraged for any attempting
to assess individuals who are ASL users.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Parent Questionnaire for Hearing Children
Background information
1. Name of test taker: ___________________
2. User Code (to be filled out by examiner):
3. School: _____________________
4. Gender (circle one):
male
5. Class: _________________
6. Date of birth: _____/_______/______
7. Age (circle one): 6 7 8 9 10
8. Ethnicity (circle one):
Caucasian
Hispanic
African American
Mixed Race
Asian American
Other ______________
Other
9. Handedness (circle one):
Right
Left
Both
10. Glasses/Contact lenses (circle one):
Yes
No
11. Any other disability:
Yes/diagnosed __________________
Yes/suspected __________________
No
12. General academic performance (circle one):
Poor
Fair
Good
Excellent
Signature of Consent for Participation in this Study:
__________________________
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female

Printed Name of Parent/Guardian:
__________________________
_______________
Date
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Appendix B: Parent Questionnaire for Deaf Children
Background information
1. Name of test taker: ___________________
2. User Code (to be filled out by examiner):
3. School: _____________________
4. Gender (circle one):
male
5. Class: _________________
6. Date of birth: _____/_______/______
7. Age (circle one): 6 7 8 9 10
8. Ethnicity (circle one):
Caucasian
Hispanic
African American
Mixed Race
Asian American
Other ______________
9. Hearing loss – type (circle one):
Sensori-neural
Conductive
Bilateral
Unilateral
10. Hearing loss – degree (circle one):
Mild
Moderate
Severe
Profound
11. Age of onset: __________
12. Age of diagnosis: ___________
13. Known Reason for Deafness (circle one):
Yes ______________
No
Communication
14. Age when entered school: ___________
15. School communication policy (circle all that apply):
Oral
TC
Sign
Bilingual
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female

Other _________________
16. Home communication mode (circle all that apply):
Sign Language ___________________
Spoken language ____________________
SEE
TC
Other __________________
17. Personal preferred communication mode:
Sign Language ________________
Spoken language ___________________
SEE
TC
Other _____________________
18a. At what age did the child start learning to sign?
18b Who did the child learn how to sign from? (circle all that apply)
Parents
Relatives
School
Friends
Other
18c. Please specify what kind of signing by selecting from the following (any number
may be selected):
Sign language
Home signs
Gestures
Other
Please specify who the child learnt to sign from (if applicable) ____________________
Please specify what kind of signing _____________________
19. Fluency of sign usage
None
Beginner
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Intermediate
Good
Native-like
Other ____________________
20. Family history of deafness (circle all that apply):
No
Yes
Father
Mother
Brother
Sister
Grand parent
Aunt/Uncle
21. Preferred communication method for any deaf relatives: _____________________
Amplification Aids
22. Right Ear:
Hearing aid _________________
Cochlear implant
None
23. Left Ear:
Hearing aid __________________
Cochlear implant
None
Other
24. Handedness (circle one):
Right
Left
Both
25. Glasses/Contact lenses (circle one):
Yes
No
26. Any other disability:
Yes/diagnosed __________________
Yes/suspected __________________
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No
27. General academic performance (circle one):
Poor
Fair
Good
Excellent
Signature of Consent for Participation in this Study:
__________________________
Printed Name of Parent/Guardian:
__________________________
_______________
Date
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Appendix C: Transcriptions: Hearing Subjects
H01: Male, 2nd grade, age 8;1, Caucasian, “Excellent” parental academic rating.
Retell OmissionsTuesday, Tonight, decide, Big Mac, finally, wasn’t
Late For SchoolA boy was asleep and then he woke up and he was late for school. So he rushed
downstairs and got some cereal and he accidentally oversl(omitted end) he overpoured
the milk, still look at the time and he and he was late. Then he put on his clothes and then
he got on his shoes. He was tying his shoes and one of the laces broke off. Then, then the
he got out for the school bus but it was already leaving. So he had to walk to school. And
then his teacher said “you were late for school.”
AliensTwo kids uh playing um on a on a park then and some alienship comes. They hide in the
bushes. And then aliens walk out with some weird looking pet. *laughs* And they want
to play, so, they’re hiding. But then the girl wants to go talk to them. So, then, but then
the boy grabs her and says no. But she wants to have him come too. And then the aliens
spend the night. And they eat at the table. And then the girl starts talking to them and the
boy comes over um he starts to pet the pet and then it bites him. And then he says “ouch.”
And then one day later they get back on the ship and then they go back to Mars.
H02:Female, 2nd grad, age 7;9, Caucasian, “Excellent” parental academic rating.
Retell OmissionsTuesday, home, Tonight, where, drove, couldn’t, decide, Big Mac, Happy Meal, knew,
wanted, salad, finally, Coke, reached, purse, wasn’t
Late For SchoolHe um The little boy woke up and and and his timer had already rang and he didn’t know
so he kept waiting til past school time. So he tried to eat breakfast as fast as he could and
he tried to tie his shoe but his shoelace broke. And and then he finally fixed it. And um
then the school bus had already passed. And when he got to school his teacher got a little
upset and he and he and he uh missed a little bit of school and he had to do makeup work
the next day.
AliensUm um these aliens the uh ship landed in the park. And they got off and then this uh little
boy and her friend. I mean this little boy and his friend um she saw the puppy and that
family and she wanted to meet them. But the boy said no that they might hurt you.
H03:Female, 2nd grade, age 7;4, Asian American, Diagnosed ADD, “Excellent” parental
academic rating.
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Retell OmissionsTuesday, home, to eat, where, shake, reached
Late For SchoolA boy named Mike was having a bad day. And and he went to sleep very late. Next
morning he got woke up by the alarm clock and he noticed he was late for school. He he
he tried making his breakfast fast but he made a big mess. When he was trying to tie his
shoe he tried to tie it fast but he broke the shoelace. And and he got late for the bus so he
had to walk.
AliensOne day when Sara woke up she thought “oh boy, oh boy, today we’re going to go to go
to the park. I hope something fun is going to happen.” When her dad took her there they
played. And when they played they did notice that that a a yellow ship appeared. With
and they saw aliens coming out. The aliens were purple and had light blue spots. They
had not two legs but they had many legs. So so Sara was going to tell them something but
her dad stopped her and said, “Let’s go home.” So they went home.
H04:Female, 1st grade, age 6;2, Asian American, “Excellent” parental academic rating.
Retell OmissionsTuesday, Raymond, home, Tonight, couldn’t, decide, Big Mac, knew, wanted, salad,
finally, reached, purse, wasn’t
Late For SchoolJohn woke up this morning. His clock rang ranged. He went to ate breakfast and he ate
cereal. He looked at the clock, not watching at his milk. His milk spilled when he was not
watching. Then, John tied tried to tie his shoes. Then, his shoelace broke. And then when
he went out to go to school he was late for school bus. Then he had to walk to school.
And the teacher said you are late and you are tardy.
AliensUm Alex and Jessica were going to have a picnic. Then they saw a flying saucer coming
down. And they saw aliens coming out. The aliens were happy and found a picnic table.
And then they said “it was a perfect home here.” Alex was screaming and Jessica was
smiling. They saw luggages they were carrying and a little alien that was tiny. Alex
thought the dog was weird. Jessica said that was a nice family but she said that the dog
was weird too. That’s all.
H05:Male, 1st grade, age 6;8, Caucasian, “Excellent” parental academic rating.
Retell OmissionsTuesday, Raymond, home, Tonight, couldn’t, decide, cheeseburger, shake, salad, finally,
Coke, chocolate, ice cream cone
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Late For SchoolRyan slept in until his clock rang. The clock rang at 10 o clock. When he woke up he was
so tired he fell out of his bed. When he came for breakfast he was pouring his milk, when
he saw the clock he wasn’t paying attention and he spilled his milk all over the table. He
tried to tie his shoes one of them broke so he might so he tripped ‘cause he tripped when
he was walking down the bus. He couldn’t get it so he had to run. And his teacher said
you are ten minutes late.
AliensTwo children came out in the park to play. When they were playing soccer an alien ship
landed in the park. The older brother was scared. The sister wasn’t. See she grabbed him
and ran to them. But he grabbed her back and she couldn’t go. She was stuck there. She
tried to release herself but she couldn’t.
H06: Female, 3rd grade, age 9;1, Caucasian, “Excellent” parental academic rating.
Retell OmissionsTuesday, Tonight, couldn’t, decide, knew, wanted, cheeseburger, finally, Coke,
chocolate, wasn’t
Late For SchoolWhen Tim got out of bed he he looked at he looked at his clock. He jumped out of bed
then he he poured the milk and his bowl and it splattered everywhere. He was going to
eat cereal for breakfast but he couldn’t because the cereal splattered everywhere and it
was time to go to school. When he got dressed and he was tying his shoes his shoelace
had broken. And when he got out the porch and went to the school bus he was late and
had missed the school bus. When he got to school he told the teacher what had happened
and but she still gave him a consequence. But it was the worst day of Tim’s life that he
had ever had.
AliensOne day Jack and Jim were playing out in the park. He realized that there was a spaceship
in the sky. He said “hey Jim, Jill look at that in the sky. Is it a plane?” “No,” said Jill.
“it’s an alien spaceship.” And Jack said “Oh, you’re just silly.” When the spaceship had
landed it had weird marks on it. And then out came steam and steam and fog and fog. It
was so it was so foggy they could hardly see. When the door had opened alien-like
tentacle people had opened up the door and they were just like us except they had
tentacles for feet, they had almost no hair, and they had almost 8 legs. They were waving
and chanting. And they were so happy. Jill came running out and touched one of them
and said, “hey, you want to be my friend?” And Jack yelled, “no!” And once the alien girl
had touched her her heart had started glowing. And Jack said “No!” and he pulled Jim
out. Jill out. And said, “let’s go home.” And so they went home and told their mother and
she said, “What an active imagination you two have.”
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H07:Male, 3rd grade, age 8;11, Caucasian, “Excellent” parental academic rating.
Retell OmissionsTuesday, Tonight, knew, cheeseburger, finally, Coke, wasn’t
Late For SchoolOne day Sam was waking up in his bed and he noticed that it was already 7:30 and that
the bus comes at 8. He quickly went down to get some breakfast, though he wasn’t
paying attention and overloaded the bowl with milk. Then, later, he was trying to tie his
shoe but the shoestring broke off and he had to find another way. Finally, he loaded his
backpack and went outside, though the bus was pulling away. So, he began running and
running to school. Finally, he made it to school but a half hour late. But his teacher was
mad, apparently.
AliensOne day Sarah and Benny were playing out in their large backyard. Then, they saw a big
light coming down on them and they wondered what it was. Sarah was very curious and
ran towards the ship, but Benny did not want that. Then, it landed, the door opened, and
some aliens came out with their pet. Sarah wanted to meet them but Benny grabbed on to
her and kept her from going. Then they began walking towards their house and Sarah was
very anxious to meet them. But Benny still said no. (thinking) Finally, Sarah was able to
breakaway and then she walked over to the ship trying to find an alien inside. Then, all of
a sudden, the door closed and Benny raced for the ship to save his little sister. Though it
was too late, and the ship began to blast off. Then the aliens took her.
H08: Female, 3rd grade, age 9;2, African American, “Excellent” parental academic rating.
Retell OmissionsTuesday, Tonight, drove, decide, Happy Meal, knew, Coke, chocolate, ice cream cone,
reached, wasn’t,
Late For SchoolOnce there was a boy named Ron. He he last night he stayed up so late and he was so
tired in the morning and his alarm clock rang and he didn’t hear. Then when he woke up
he realized the clock had already rang and he was going to be late. Then he tried to fix
himself some breakfast ‘cause his mom was already at work. He accidentally spilled his
milk on his cereal and it went everywhere and he had to clean up the mess. When he went
to go put his clothes on he put on a red and a yellow shirt and some blue jeans and his
favorite purple sneakers. But then when he tried to tie his left sneaker one of the laces
snapped in half. Then he had to just cut the rest of the laces off and he went to school.
When he got to the bus stop he realized that the school bus had already left but he tried to
catch up. But he couldn’t catch up so he had to walk all the way to school. By the time he
got to his classroom at the school he his teacher told him that he was late. And then he
said I’m sorry I just woke up late and stayed up too late last night. And that’s the story of
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how Ron was late to school.
AliensOnce there was a girl named Elaina and she had an older brother named Ron. Um. Elaina
and her brother Ron were playing outside in the backyard when they saw a very strange
UFO flying around. And there was an empty house right next to where they lived. When
the UFO opened there were a bunch of strange creatures that came out. Ron told Elaina,
“Look! There are some strange creatures, want to go check them out?” But Ron suddenly
changed his mind and realized that they could be very dangerous. Elaina had decided that
she wanted to go but Ron said “Wait! Nevermind! Don’t go, it could be dangerous.” And
then they finally saw that there was a strange alien creature that was their age. They tried
to go say hello, but there was a problem. The aliens didn’t speak English, they spoke
some strange noises- kind of like a baby. When it what it was all over they tried to speak
like the aliens. When they figured it out they tried to speak alien. And then, they could.
And they played with the strange alien creature named Lola and her dog named
Creepella. I made that strange.
H09:Male, 3rd grade, age 9;0, Caucasian, “Fair” parental academic rating.
Retell OmissionsTuesday, home, Tonight, Big Mac, shake, finally, chocolate, ice cream cone, wasn’t
Late For SchoolHe got up from bed and he he was stopping the alarm clock and put it down. And went to
breakfast and got the cereal and he looked at the clock and it was almost time for school.
He poured his cereal too fast the milk spilled. And he didn’t even pour the cereal in. Then
he went to tie his shoe and the lace got stuck through his pants. And then um when he
was finished tying his shoe he ran outside and got his backpack and the school bus left
without him. And when he and when he got to school the teacher said the teacher said,
“why are you so late?” (that’s what happened to me this morning)
AliensAliens got on a ship and landed on Earth at a park. And the aliens got off. And then the
girl ran and said, “hey, there’s a cute dog!” The boy tried to stop her. And and the girl got
bit by the dog. (that’s what happened to me once)
H10:Male, 4th grade, age 9;7, Caucasian, “Good” parental academic rating.
Retell OmissionsTuesday, home, drove, knew, shake, finally
Late For SchoolThere was a guy named Jordan and he was in his bed sleeping and his alarm clock didn’t
work. And he had to get to school by 8:02 and when he woke up it was 7:55. By the way,
this is a true story. He tried to make breakfast really fast and it was cereal. And when he
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tied his shoes the lace fell off and he was in a rush to get to school. So with that part of
the lace he just stuck it in his shoe and started running but well, nevermind he had to get
to school at 8:30 but the bus usually leaves at 8, he was there at 8:05 when the bus just
left and he tried to catch up with the bus. But he ran all the way to school and was tired
when he walked in. And the teacher was pointing at her watch saying, “you’re late.”
(although I didn’t get late and I didn’t make breakfast)
AliensThere was a forest of mysteries and her older brother Jason and her little sister Ella. Ella
wanted to go into the forest so she ran inside. And the forest was named the Forest of
Mysteries, no one knows what could happen. A lot of people have come in there to try to
go in but they haven’t come out. So her older brother was like, “I don’t think this is too
safe.” And she said, “Sure it is!” So when she was walking she saw an alien spaceship
land on the ground. And her brother was like, “Duck down, duck down.” And Ella was
like, “No way, they’re aliens, mom won’t believe this.” And the aliens didn’t see her at
the time. The alien planet was called Etchaboo. And the spacecraft was called the
6.1Y11. And it was a big family of aliens with their dog Rusty and the little alien girl’s
name was Bobbette. And they all had tentacles as legs. So, she took a flash picture and
the aliens saw her and they were running up to her really fast and she got so scared she
started crying. And for some reason the aliens started speaking English and they said,
“Don’t worry, we’re not going to hurt you. We’re plant-eating aliens. We saw you
before.” And you know how they say that mom’s have eyes in the back of their head?
Well, they actually did have eyes on the back of their head. So when they turned around
she saw them perfectly. And they became friends. Her mom got terribly freaked out. But
she had to handle it.
H11: Male, 4th grade, age 9;6, Mixed Race, “Excellent” parental academic rating.
Retell OmissionsTuesday, Raymond, to eat, cheeseburger, shake, salad, finally, wasn’t
Late For SchoolThere was um this kid named Bernard and he um he woke up one day one day and he
saw the time. And he was like, “Oh my gosh! I’m late for school!” So then he ran
downstairs, got a box of cereal and milk and a bowl. And then he poured in the cereal and
then poured in the milk but then looked up at the time and overpoured the milk. And then
when Bernard went to go tie his shoes a lace broke. So then also, then, Bernard missed
the bus for school! And after that his teacher was tapping her watch and saying,
“Bernard, why are you late?”
AliensOne day Jack and Jill were walking in the park. And then and then an alien ship landed.
And it was an alien family: a mom, a sister, a brother, and a dad alien and a dog alien
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walked out of the ship. Jill was excited but Jack was scared. And Jill tried to pull Jack but
he tried to resist. And that’s the end.
H12: Male, 5th grade, age 10;3, Caucasian, “Good” parental academic rating. *noted as
being very shy
Retell OmissionsTuesday, Tonight, Where, couldn’t, decide, Big Mac, knew, wanted, cheeseburger, shake,
salad, finally, Coke, chocolate, ice cream cone, reached, wasn’t
Late For SchoolHe wakes up from, a person, Zach McCarter, wakes up late and discovers that he’s going
to be late for school. He rushes into the bathroom and he accidentally bonks his head, he
falls over. After three minutes of lying on the floor unconscious he wakes up and gets
ready for school, but he’s still in his pajamas. So, he goes downstairs and starts to pour
his milk, but he gets distracted looking at the clock and accidentally spills it. After
cleaning it up, he tries to get his pajamas but they’re already out. So he has, tries to get
his clothes but they’re all dirty. So, he has to wash his clothes. And then, after trying to
get his shoes on it breaks. So, he has to go to the store buy a new shoelace. But when he
comes back he trips and loses it down the gutter. He has to do it again. And then he
misses the school bus. He has to go back to home, get his mother to drive him, so then
he’s late for school. The end.
AliensAn alien ship suddenly drops from space. While two kids, um Zoe Heffalamp and
Zoraniwoopfronnyflop are going to the picnic and playing. They see it come and the girl
(I forget her name) um wants. Suddenly aliens land. And the girl wants to go say hi, but
the boy does not. The aliens have tentacle legs, a weird dog, and there’s a whole family
of them. Then, they suddenly destroy the Earth. The end!
H13: Male, 2nd grade, age 7;11, Caucasian, “Fair” parental academic rating. *2 days from
8th birthday *highly distracted
Retell OmissionsTuesday, Raymond, couldn’t, decide, Big Mac, knew, wanted, cheeseburger, Coke, ice
cream cone
Late For SchoolWe’re not going to go too far into detail with this kid, but so I’m not going to say the
name. He got up. He realized it was very, very late in the morning. He ran to have
breakfast, but he was looking at the time when he was pouring the milk into his cereal
and he spilled it. Then he got dressed. Then he went to tie his shoes. The shoelace
snapped. After he had fixed the shoelace, he went outside to go wait for the bus. He saw
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it was already leaving. He had to chase it. He got on the bus and went to school. The
teacher was annoyed at how late he was.
AliensOne day, two kids were playing outside, a boy and a girl. The boy was kind of shy and a
little afraid, kind of. And the girl was adventurous and not at all shy and loved to meet
new things. Once when they were exploring in the woods, they heard a gigantic rumbling
noise. Then, the ground shook. They ran to where it was. They saw a big alien ship had
just landed. A couple aliens were coming out. An aunt, a daddy, a momma, and a child,
and a pet doggy. In the park, this was all in the park. The girl rushed to them, but the boy
grabbed- the girl grabbed the boy and ran, tried to pull but he was pulling back. He said
he didn’t want to go, he was afraid. That looks like all in the picture.
H14: Female, 5th grade, age 10;9, Caucasian, “Excellent” parental academic rating.
Retell OmissionsTuesday, Tonight, decide, Big Mac, salad, finally, Coke
Late For SchoolThis guy’s name is going to be Gerald and it was a Monday. Gerald woke up and looked
at his alarm clock and saw that it was already 9. So, he was late for school. And he ran
into the kitchen. He was so preoccupied getting his breakfast, because he was looking at
the clock, that he spilled the milk all over the table. And then, when he was getting
dressed, his shoelace snapped. A few minutes later, when he finally found a replacement
shoelace, and run out to catch the bus, the bus was driving off. He ran after it. And when
he got to school the principal was out there, tapping her watch, saying “You’re late, by
about 30 minutes.” Joe concluded that this was not going to be a good day at all.
AliensAdam and Leila were at a park. They were (hmm) playing catch with their dog, whose
name was Fluffbucket. His name wasn’t really Fluffbucket but that’s what they called
Fluffbucket because he was very shaggy. They were just playing among the weeds and
waiting for Fluffbucket to get back from catching the ball when a large, yellow
something appeared in the sky. Leila was excited. She was adventurous and liked to
explore and often got in trouble (laughs). Dang it, I forgot his name. Adam, however, was
very scared, because he was not used to things appearing in the sky, and decided they
should go find Fluffbucket and get out of there very fast. Leila dragged him over to see
what it was. As the thing landed, she decided it must be a spaceship. It had several odd
words and a thing that looked like a bacon on wheels on it. Legs, it had legs on the
bottom and an antennae with a yellow ball on top. There came a family of what looked a
bit like walking octopus with arms. A small one, then a larger one, and then another one
that was in between. They were purple and had blue spots and wearing clothing. Leila ran
over to see what it was all about. The small one was leading a blue and shaggy pink dog.
“This is perfect,” cried the one in the purple dress, the largest one. “We can live here very
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nicely. Oh, and George, do be careful not to let Garlamunf very far. He’s an awful
digger.” Leila decided to go over and say hello, because she was because she had
concluded by now that if they were going to do anything drastic they would have already
done it. Adam had decided that they had already done plenty of drastic things and wanted
to go. Leila dragged him with her. When Leila got there, the smallest was just remarking
on how green it was and not anything like their other home. Leila ran up and said,
“Hello!” “What are you?” cried the medium one, who was carrying a lot of baggage.
“Well, I’m Leila- What are you?” “I (said the one carrying the baggage) am a
Marzanian.” They talked for a long time. Adam did not talk, he tried to he attempted to
go find Fluffbucket. Leila held him there, she wanted him to see that these were not
things that were going to do anything dangerous or harmful. Pretty soon, they were very
good friends. Adam was still nervous. Fluffbucket came back and started talking to the
Marzanian’s dog. They went off into the trees together. Pretty soon Adam stopped being
nervous. He started to play with the youngest one, the one they had called George. Pretty
soon they were off finding Fluffbucket.
H15: Female, 2nd grade, age 7;9, Caucasian, “Good” parental academic rating, ADHD
Retell OmissionsTuesday, Lisa, Raymond, home, Tonight, to eat, Where, drove, couldn’t, decide, Big
Mac, cheeseburger, shake, salad, chocolate, reached, wasn’t
Late For SchoolUm John got up from school from his bed one day and um saw that he was late for
school. Then he ran downstairs in his PJ’s. He was very tired. And um he he got the
cereal and milk as fast as he could and he put he put only milk in. Then, he went back
upstairs and then he ate. And then he went upstairs and got his things on his clothes on
and his backpack and then he went downstairs and he got his shoes. And um he was tying
his shoes and um. And then it broke. And then his mom helped him fix it. And then he
went to the bus stop and the bus was already leaving and he was like, “Wait! Wait!” Then
he had to walk to school. And then his teacher said, “You’re late.” But then he told her
that he broke his shoelace and then she she um she didn’t get mad at him.
AliensUm one day a little boy and girl named um (long pause) Jacob and Lilly um they were
just playing in the park with their ball and then they saw this weird thing coming down
from the sky. Then they uh then Lilly said, “Hey look! There’s aliens! They’re coming!”
Then then the aliens and um this is the this was land. They were very happy, but Jacob
was like really scared and Lilly said, “Come on! Let’s go say hi!” Then, they said hi. And
the other one said “Hi!” (funny voice) They said they needed to go back for dinner. And
then when they went when they came home they ran in so fast to tell their mom. And
they said, “Mom! Mom! We saw aliens with an alien dog at the park!” Their mom said,
“No, you didn’t!” Then they went to show her and she was like, “Uh” and she passed out.
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Appendix D: Transcriptions: Deaf Subjects

Key:
(cl): stands for Classifier. It is the grammatical utilization of handshapes to represent
persons or objects in stories.
(fs): stands for fingerspelling. This is use of the American Sign Language alphabet to
spell out names and other proper nouns in stories. It is ASL convention to write
fingerspelled words with a “-“ between each letter of the word.
(nmb): Non-Manual Behavior: is a component of American Sign Language grammar that
involves altered facial expressions that contributes to different semantic meaning of
content.
(continuous): means that the verb being signed in a continuous fashion represents
something that was sustained for a longer time duration (i.e. continuous “run” means
that they ran for a long time).
(repeated): means that the verb being signed in a repeated fashion represents something
that occurs more than once over time, over and over again (i.e. repeated “go-to” means
that they went again and again).
*Other information in “( )” is there to provide additional information to the reader of the
transcript that would only otherwise be seen or understood visually.
D01: Male, 3rd grade, age 8;10, Caucasian, “Excellent” parental academic rating,
Congenital, Conductive, Mild HL, Communicates via ASL, learned from parents, Nativelike Signing, Parents siblings & other relatives with deafness, No Amplification.
Retell Omissions- Tuesday, Lisa, Tonight, where, Big Mac, knew, finally, ice cream
cone, reached, wasn’t
Late for School- BOY OUT-OF-BED LATE SCHOOL RUN-DOWNSTAIRS HAVETO GET-DRESSED MAKE CEREAL SPILL(cl) SOON S-H-O-E-L-A-C-E (fs) BREAK
BUS(school-specific sign) CLOTHES SCHOOL BUS SCHOOL #BUS MISS DARN
NEXT MISS BUS MOM DRIVE(continuous) ARRIVE LOOK-AROUND SEE 11
MINUTES LATE SAY MOM BETTER HURRY RUN(continuous) FAST ARRIVE
SAY LATE EXPLAIN LATE WHY MILK SPILL AND LACE BREAK FINE LUNCH
EAT SIT(cl) DEPRESSED MEANS MORNING TEST F HAVE DEPRESSED
Aliens- THAT-ONE BOY GIRL THOSE-TWO BROTHER SISTER WALKALONG(cl) ONE WEEKEND BORED WANT HAVE FUN VACATION BORED
WALK-ALONG(cl) BROTHER SAY “WANTGO-OUTSIDE?” GIRL “NO(cl) COME
ON” OUTSIDE GIRL HEAR LOUD OUTSIDE TWO-WALK(cl) COME-UPON
CHA(big) SHIP(cl)U-F-O(fs and cl) LAND A-L-I-E-N(fs) WALK-OUT(cl) LOOK
GIRL EXCITED BROTHER SAY “NO”(nmb) GIRL SEE HAVE ONE WHITE DOG
STRANGE LEG BROTHER LOOK GIRL SEE DOG FINE EAT LUNCH BUT
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STRANGE LUNCH BUG LUNCH SAY “WHERE FROM?” “FROM M-A-R-S(fs)”
WEIRD “DAD MOM COME-ON” ALIEN GONE(cl) STRANGE LATER COMEBACK WHY FINISH “MOM DAD SEE NOTHING” ALONE TWO-WALK(cl) BACK
HOME NOT SAFE BOY KNOW BUT “COME ON” SISTER SAY “PET-DOG I
WANT” “FUN” PET DOG “FINE!” PET ENJOY FINALLY MOM DAD SEE ALIEN
SEE LOOK STARE PUT-DOWN REMOVE COSTUME DUH FAMILY SAME
UNCLE AUNT FINISH
D02:Male, 4th grade, age 10;1, Caucasian, “Excellent” parental academic rating,
Congenital, Bilateral, Profound HL, Communicates via ASL, learned from parents,
Native-like Signing, Parents siblings & other relatives with deafness, No Amplification
Retell Omissions- Tuesday, Tonight, Big Mac, chocolate, ice cream cone, reached,
wasn’t
Late for School- BOY NAME SAM ASLEEP THURSDAY MORNING ALARM
CLOCK WAKE-UP TIME 7:50 (nmb) SPRAY CEREAL C-H-E-E-R-I-O-S(fs) POUR
SPILL(cl) OOPS MILK SPILL(cl) WIPE CLOTHES SPRAY SHOES L-A-C-E(fs)
BREAK (nmb for frustrated) RUN FORGET-IT SHOE SEW FINISH (nmb for relief)
TIME 7:59 (nmb for shocked) BUS MISS YELL/WAVE-FOR WALK 2 M-I-L-E-S(fs)
ARRIVE TIME LATE LATE FOUR-DAYS IN-A-ROW SORRY TIME(repeated) MISS
TEST
Aliens- ONE DAY WIFE HUSBAND THOSE-TWO OUTSIDE FOR WALK WALKALONG(cl) TREE(MANY) AROUND GRASS AROUND GO-TO(repeated)
EVERYDAY (repeated) EVERY-WEEK(repeated) WEIRD HERE NO PEOPLE,
VACANT WHY? WOMAN PHONE SEARCH VIDEO FOR A-L-I-E-N-S(fs) LOVE
ALIENS! HUSBAND “STOP LOOKING FINISH NOT TRUE NO ALIENS HAPPEN
HERE PHONE AWAY BEAUTIFUL SURROUNDINGS TEXT DON’T” WIFE
“FINE” TWO-WALK FINE WALK-ALONG(cl) STARE LIGHT FLICKER INSKY(cl) FLY WOMAN SEE MAN HOLD-HER WOMAN RUN MAN TRY CATCH
WOMAN GRAB MISS/PASS(SOMETHING) YELLOW ORANGE COLOR LAND(cl)
GRASS BLOW-IN-WIND(cl) WOMAN SAY “WHO THAT?” “I-DON’T-KNOW”
DOOR-OPEN DOG A-L-I-E-N(fs) COME-OUT(cl) ONE BOY, HIS WIFE, HIS
HUSBAND ALL HAVE 8 L-E-G-S(fs) DOG SPECIAL HAVE 4 LEGS STARE WITH
BLUE SKIN THOSE-TWO STARE WOMAN MEET WANT CHAT-WITH
HUSBAND SCREAM LOUD SCREAM EAR HURT ALIEN NO HEARING A-L-I-EN(fs) DEAF DOG HEAR, LOOK-AROUND ALIEN ASK “WHAT WRONG?” SAY
“LOUD” ALL KNOW WORK CAN WOMAN “HELLO” ALIEN LOOK SAY
(jibberish mouth movement) CAN SIGN BUT DIFFERENT LANGUAGE HUSBAND
WIFE SIGN NOT-UNDERSTAND TRY COMMUNICATE CAN’T THEY(aliens)
SWEET BOY BALD-HEAD WOMAN STUDY SAW “5.123sish” WOMAN NOTUNDERSTAND “WHAT DO HERE?” STILL SIGN NOT-GET HOW
COMMUNICATE HOW THINK(continuous) DOG HE SPEAK ENGLISH “WHAT,
DOG SPEAK?” “OKAY” (dog says) BALD BOY DOG CHAT INTERPRET TALK
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WITH WOMAN BOY GROW-HAIR CAN’T EXPLAIN KNOW WHY INTERESTING
ENJOY SHIP-LEAVE(cl) ALIENS CAN’T STAY HAVE-TO B-A-C-K(fs) OTHER
LAUGH(repeated) WHY? REMOVE-MASK FRIENDS REALLY PISSED-OFF
D03: Female, 3rd grade, age 9;3, Caucasian, “Excellent” parental academic rating,
Congenital, Profound HL, Communicates via ASL, learned from family & friends,
Native-Like Signing, Parents & siblings with deafness, with Bilateral HA’s
Retell Omissions- Tuesday, Raymond, home, Tonight, couldn’t, Big Mac, knew, Coke,
chocolate, ice cream cone, reached, purse, wasn’t
Late for School- BOY GO-OUT HE OOPS TIME SLIPPED-AWAY(cl?) HURRYHURRY OOPS MILK POUR SPILL/MAKE-MESS(cl) DON’T-KNOW HOW POUR
(nmb) HURRY-HURRY TIE-SHOE DON’T-KNOW HOW HURRY-HURRY SHOETIE BREAK HURRY(nmb) RUN OOPS BUS DRIVE-OFF(cl) FINE HURRY-HURRY
BOY MOVE-ON RUN FRIEND SCHOOL TEACHER SIGN “LATE WHY?” BOY
LOOK FINE ACCEPT WALK LATE FOR LEARN
Aliens-TWO(cl) WALK(continuous) TREE(S) WALK OOPS SEE A-L-I-E-N(fs) SHIPLAND(cl) GIRL SEE WALK-TOWARD(cl) BOY NO-NO PULL-BACK WHY?
ALIEN HIMSELF MEAN GIRL FAMILY A-L-I-E-N(fs) WALK-TOWARD(cl) OOPS
A-L-I-E-N(fs) SAY THAT HELLO SAY TO-GIRL “HELLO” A-L-I-E-N(fs) YANKHER THAT-ONE ONLY GIRL BOY “NO-NO NOT oh-no”(nmb)
D04:Male, 2nd grade, age 7;10, Caucasian, “Excellent” parental academic rating,
Congenital, Sensorineural, Moderate HL, Communicates via ASL, learned from family &
friends, Native-like Signing, Mothers grandparents & other relatives with deafness, No
Amplification
Retell Omissions- Tuesday, Raymond, home, Tonight, where, Happy Meal, wanted,
cheeseburger, finally, Coke, reached, purse, wasn’t
Late for School- GET-OUT-OF-BED(cl) SEE TIME LATE CLOCK FINISH ALARM
MILK POUR SPILL-ON-CLOTHES(cl) FINISH POUR EAT-EAT(repeating) HURRYHURRY TIME CLOCK-ON-WALL AND SHOES-TIE BREAK(cl) FINISH RUN
DOWN-STAIR BUS DRIVE-OFF(cl) RUN-RUN-BEHIND TEACHER LATE SORRY
TIME HURRY RUN ARRIVE FINISH
Aliens- BOY GIRL WALK(cl) SEE SOMETHING IN-SKY LAND DOOR-OPEN (cls)
LOOK WHAT DON’T-KNOW ONE ALIEN WALK-OUT(cl) A-V-I-E-L(fs)
WALK(cl) more WALK-OUT(cl) LOOK-OUT BOY SCARED GIRL NOT, OK FINE
NEED LEAVE(cl)
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D05: Female, 1st grade, 6;9, Caucasian, “Good” parental academic rating, Bilateral, ModSevere HL, Communicates via ASL & English, learned from family & friends, “Good”
sign fluency rating, Sister also deaf, Bilateral HA’s. *this child’s parents are not deaf
Retell Omissions- Tuesday, Lisa, Raymond, home, Tonight, to eat, Where, couldn’t,
decide, Big Mac, Happy Meal, knew, wanted, shake, finally, Coke, chocolate, ice cream
cone, reached, purse, wasn’t
Late for School- BOY GET-OUT-OF-BED(cl) BRUSH-TEETH HAVE-TO EAT
BREAKFAST POUR GET-DRESSED SHOES BOY READY-FOR BUS SEE NO-BUS
WAIT-WAIT BUS ALREADY DRIVE-OFF FINISH HE WALK-WALK(cl) SCHOOL
FINISH
Aliens- GIRL SEE GIRL WALK SEE ENTER GIRL “HEY” “HEY DAD” BROTHER
SAY “NO FOOTBALL” BROTHER DRAGS RUNS FINISH
D06: Female, 1st grade, age 7;1, Caucasian, “Excellent” parental academic rating,
Congenital, Moderate HL, Communicates via ASL & English, learned from parents,
“Good” sign fluency rating, Father’s side with deafness, Bilateral HA’s. *this child’s
parents are not deaf
Retell Omissions- Tuesday, Lisa, Raymond, Tonight, to eat, Where, couldn’t, decide, Big
Mac, Happy Meal, knew, wanted, cheeseburger, shake, finally, reached, purse, wasn’t
Late for School- BOY WAKE-UP MOM SAYS TIME GO-TO SCHOOL LATE AND
TIE-SHOES HURRY AND BUS MISS “NO!” WALK SCHOOL WALK-WALK
TEACHER TELLS-HIM “LATE FOR SCHOOL?” BOY “FINE” WALK(bent-two for
sad) WORK-WORK
Aliens- AIRPLANE FLY-IN DOOR-OPEN(cl) ALIEN-WALKING(cl) SISTER WALK
DOG GIRL BOY SEE JOIN ENJOY PLAY TOGETHER BOY(role shift) “NO NONO
NOT FINE” GIRL(role shift) SAY “ NO-NO FINE” MOM DAD HOLD THINGS
SISTER DOG WALK-ON-LEASH BROTHER SAY “NO NONO” CLOTHESSISTER
SAY “YES” DRAG-HIM(cl) BROTHER (nmb) SHRIEKS “NO!” SISTER SAY
“WHY?” “TOO LOUD FOR YOU?”
D07: Male, 4th grade, age 9;9, Caucasian, “Good” parental academic rating, Congenital,
Profound HL, Communicates via ASL, learned from parents, “Native-Like” sign fluency
rating, Parents and Grandparents with deafness, No amplification, diagnosed ADHD
Retell Omissions- Tuesday, Raymond, Big Mac, wanted, cheeseburger, wasn’t
Late for School-(TRAVEL)THAT-ONE LATE FOR SCHOOL SLEEP SNORE TIRED
TRY WAKE-SLOWLY(nmb) FINE TAP-AWAKE SEE TIME LATE OUT-OF-TIME
EAT LAZY/TIRED FOOD DROP TIME GET-DRESSED KNOW TIRED SHOE TIE
(TIRED nmb) FINE GO-OUT BUS DRIVE-OFF(cl) RUN-RUN(repeated) CATCHUP/GET-IN(cl) #OK SLOW WHERE NOT PAY-ATTENTION TIRED WALK(cl)
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ARRIVE CLASSROOM LOOK TIRED SEE WOMAN(teacher) SAY “TIME LATE”
OH-I-SEE NOT HAPPEN AGAIN ARRIVE ON-TIME TOMORROW
Aliens- BOY GIRL WALK(cl) INSIDE HOME MOM SAY “GO-OUT AND PLAY”
“FINE” PLAY-PLAY(repeated)HEAR SOMETHING RUMBLE HEAR FINE LOOK
SEE SHIP(cl) U-F-O(fs) FLY-AROUND SMOKE DUST ALL-AROUND WALK(cl) UF-O(fs) SEE BOY PULL-AWAY AND SISTER CURIOUSWALK-TOWARD BOY
YANK-AWAY “THEM EAT YOU KILL YOU” WALK-AROUND(cl) BROTHER
“OH GOSH” GIVE-UP OH WELL LATER SISTER HURT OR SOMETHING
IDON’T-KNOW(the signer’s aside) GIRL NEXT-DAY SAY “NOT DO AGAIN” SAY
BROTHER “O-K(fs) NOT DO WITH YOU AGAIN, O-K(fs)” BROTHER DO AGAIN
D08: Female, 1st grade, age 7;2, Mixed Race, “Excellent” parental academic rating,
Congenital, Moderate HL, Communicates via ASL, learned sign from parents and school,
“Native-Like” sign fluency rating, Parents, Grandparents & Others in family with
deafness, No amplification (as of this year)
Retell Omissions- Tuesday, Lisa, Raymond, Tonight, drove, couldn’t, decide, Big Mac,
Happy Meal, knew, wanted, cheeseburger, Coke, chocolate, reached, purse, wasn’t
Late for School- BOY ASLEEP ALARM-RING LATE RUN TIME BREAKFAST
SPILL(cl) SHOELACE-BREAK HURRY B-U-S(fs) DRIVE-OFF(cl) RUN MISS BOY
HIS MOM DROP-OFF SAY TEACHER SAY “TIME GO-TO WORK”
Aliens- MAN AND WOMAN PLAY WALK-TOGETHER FUN DO-DO(repeated)
ALL-DAY(continuous) ALL-OF-A-SUDDEN EVENING SEE OTHER KIND SHIP(cl)
WALK-OUT(cl) BUT HAVE 8 LEGS PUZZLED “HEY NOT GO” “MOM NOT
CARE” GO-OUT DIFFERENT BUT NOT LOOK SAME PEOPLE DIFFERENT DOWHAT?
D09: Female, 2nd grade, age 8;1, Caucasian, “Excellent” parental academic rating,
Congenital, Profound HL, Communicates via ASL, learned sign from parents, “NativeLike” sign fluency rating, Parents, Grandparents & Others in family with deafness,
Bilateral HA’s but only worn for speech class.
Retell Omissions- Tuesday, Raymond, Home, Tonight, drove, Big Mac, Coke, chocolate,
ice cream cone, reached, wasn’t
Late for School- WAKE-UP TIRED HURRY EAT BREAKFAST ACCIDENT MILK
LOOK-UP NOT FOCUS OOPS SPILL(cl) SHOE TIE OOPS BROKE HURRY GO-TO
SCHOOL OUTSIDE B-U-S(fs) RUN WALK-WALK FINALLY ARRIVE TEACHER’S
CLASS ARRIVE FINISH
Aliens- A-L-I-E-N(fs) ARRIVE BOOM SHIP-LAND(cl) GIRL STARE DROOL AWE
BOY “DAD SAY NOT-SAFE A-L-I-E-N(fs)” GIRL RUN FINISH
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D10:Female, 2nd grade, age 8;7, Caucasian, “Good” parental academic rating, Congenital,
Profound HL, Communicates via ASL, learned sign from parents and others, “NativeLike” sign fluency rating, Father, Grandparents & Others in family with deafness,
Bilateral HA’s but only worn occasionally
Retell Omissions- Tuesday, Big Mac, knew, reached, wasn’t
Late for School- BOY ASLEEP WAKE-UP LATE FOR SCHOOL HURRY EAT
BREAKFAST THAT FOOD POUR FINISH GET-DRESSED HURRY DRESS LATE
BROKE SHOELACE OH-WELL B-U-S(fs) RUN-TO DRIVE-OFF(cl) MISS B-U-S(fs)
HE WALK(cl) SCHOOL MAN SCOLD “LATE”
Aliens- THIS PLANET NAME Z-O-G-O(fs) THEY OUTSIDE ENTER BLACK H-O-LE(fs) FOUR FAMILY FAMILY-OF-FIVE (mouths “I don’t know”) FINISH LAND(cl)
EARTH MOVE HAVE A-L-I-E-N(fs) THEMSELVES A-L-I-E-N(fs) DOG WALKOUT(cl) OUTSIDE DOORWALK-DOWN(cl) FATHER AND GIRL GO-TO PARK
WALK(repeated) SEE A-L-I-E-N(fs) WANT FRIENDS WITH ONE GIRL A-L-I-EN(fs) DAD SAY “NO DRESS, DON’T, NO!” BUT GIRL WENT-AHEAD “OH
WELL” WANT EAT BITELATER GIRL OUTSIDE GO-TO SCHOOL MEET FRIEND
FRIEND WITH A-L-I-E-N(fs) DAD FRIEND WITH DAD A-L-I-E-N(fs) MOM
FRIEND WITH MOM ALIEN DOG FRIEND WITH A-L-I-E-N(fs) DOG BOY
FRIEND WITH A-L-I-E-N(fs) BOY NOW THOSE-TWO ALL FRIEND FINISH
D11: Male, 2nd grade, age 7;9, African American, No parental academic rating provided,
Congenital, Profound HL, Communicates via ASL, learned sign from parents, “NativeLike” sign fluency rating, Mother and sister with deafness, No HA’s
Retell Omissions- Tuesday, Big Mac, Happy Meal, knew, wanted, reached, wasn’t
Late for School- BOY HE STRETCH WAKE-UP WALK(cl) EAT CEREAL OOPS
MILK SPILL SHOELACE BREAK HURRY GET-DRESSED HURRY BUS(TSD-sign)
DRIVE-OFF(cl) BOY “HEY!” CHASE RUN OH-WELL FINE WALK(cl) ARRIVE
SCHOOL WOMAN LOOK“OH-I-SEE” NOT LATE EVERY-MORNING PERFECT
WALK-AWAY(cl)
Aliens- NOW BOY AND GIRL WALK(cl) WHOA!(nmb) SEE U-F-O(fs) GIRL “THAT
NOTHING” “COME-ON” KID SCARED “DON’T-WORRY FINE NO PROBLEM
NOT BITE” SAY “NO MAYBE TAKE YOU” “NO NOT-TRUE BUT FINE”
WALK(cl) WRONG U-F-O(fs) WALK-OUT SPEAK WEIRD LOOK “SAY-WHAT?”
STARE “WHAT-SAY HE?” SAY “I LOVE YOU” THEN SAY “I LOVE YOU”
“WHAT YOU SAY?” “WHICH WORD HE SAY? I LOVE YOU MEAN WHAT?”
“MEAN WHAT? YOU SAY LOVE ME?” “I SAY NO NO” MEANING FOR-YOU
FRUSTRATED NO OH-WELL GIRL WALK-OFF(cl) LEAVE GO-TO HOME
*A translation of the children’s ASL stories are available in English upon request
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Glossary

American Sign Language (ASL): A language with its own form and grammar that
is separate and distinct from the English language. The students in the residential school
for the deaf are primarily taught in ASL and use ASL a majority of their time at school.
Bilateral (Hearing Loss): A hearing loss in both ears.
Bilingual: For the purposes of this study, refers to children in the deaf group who
use both English and American Sign Language. Some may use English only in the
written form, others may also speak it.
Bi-Bi (Bilingual-Bicultural) Approach: A method used in deaf education in which
face-to-face communication and instruction are in sign language (e.g. ASL), while the
written form of communication is the mainstream culture’s spoken language (e.g.
English). There is also an emphasis and support of Deaf culture. (Hence, bilingual and
bicultural education is provided.) It is the method used in the school from which this
study’s deaf sample is drawn, using ASL and English.
Characters: In narratives, this is information related to the various people, animals
and others interacting in a story. Dialogue can be used to develop characters.
(CL): stands for Classifier, which is commonly used in American Sign Language.
It is the grammatical utilization of handshapes to represent persons or objects in certain
grammatical contexts in discourse, including stories.
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Cohesion: Whether a “story makes sense,” and if all of the statements involved in
a narrative contribute and fit logically with reference to the story. Cohesion also refers to
the interconnection and integration of the content of a narrative (Nicolopoulou, 2008).
Complexity: Whether the story is complete, creative, and well organized. When
more components are included in a story, while still maintaining cohesion, it is
considered to have greater complexity.
Conductive (Hearing Loss): A hearing impairment in which there is no damage to
the inner ear or acoustic nerve. The hearing loss is due to external or middle ear
dysfunction.
Congenital (Hearing Loss): Deaf from birth. The students to which this term
applies were born deaf, largely due to hereditary factors.
Criterion-Referenced Test: A test that translates an individual’s performance on
an assessment into a statement about the behavior to be expected of a person with that
score or their relationship to a specified subject matter, though not concerned with their
performance compared to others’.
Deaf: A person with a significant hearing loss that impacts their ability to
understand spoken language who may choose to communicate via signed language or
obtain appropriate amplification to assist with spoken language comprehension and
expression. For the purposes of this study the deaf subjects must: have a bilateral hearing
loss, be educated via American Sign Language and communicate via American Sign
Language.
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Degree (of Hearing Loss): Degree of hearing loss refers to the severity of hearing
loss. According to ASHA, the ranges noted here is a commonly used classification
system. The numbers are representative of the patient's hearing loss range in decibels (dB
HL). A mild degree loss is represented by a 26-40 dB HL range, moderate is a 41-55dB
HL loss range, moderately severe is a 56-70 dB HL range, 71-90 dB HL range is severe,
and profound is a hearing loss range of 91+ dB HL.
Expressive narrative language: The focal point of this study, relates to story-based
language produced (as opposed to comprehended) by the subjects. Narrative language
contains elements of a story and follows the conventions of story grammar.
(FS): Fingerspelling, which is commonly used in American Sign Language. This
is use of the American Sign Language alphabet to spell out names and other proper nouns
in stories. It is the convention in sign language linguistics research to write fingerspelled
words with a “-“ between each letter of the word.
Grammar: In narratives, grammar plays in important role in aiding with
comprehension of the story via appropriate and correct syntactic and semantic messages
(both the content and the form of the narrative are accurate). Grammar coding in the Test
of Narrative Language emphasizes no grammatical errors and the use of the same tense
throughout the story.
Hearing Aid (HA): Device worn in the ear to facilitate improved auditory abilities
(with many variations), by amplifying the incoming signal.
Hearing Impaired (HI): Those who have either partial or complete loss of the
sensory function of the auditory system.
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Native Signer: ASL was the first language acquired (or simultaneously acquired)
and is the primary language of the user (in the case of the students).
(NMB) Non-Manual Behavior: A component of American Sign Language
grammar that involves altered facial expressions that contributes to different semantic
interpretations.
Norm-Referenced Test: As is the case for the TNL, a test that provides
comparisons of the tested individual to a previously defined population with respect to
the trait being measured (in this case, Narrative Language).
Onset (of Hearing Loss): The time at which hearing loss was first noticed or first
diagnosed (particularly if the hearing loss was not identified at birth).
Oral Narration: For the purposes of this study, includes stories produced either
verbally or via manually produced signing (American Sign Language). This excludes
narratives that are written.
Prelingual: Prior to the acquisition of language. In deaf education/deaf studies,
typically means that deafness was present or acquired prior to about three years of age.
References: Relationships between objects in which one object designates/acts as
a means by which to connect to another object.
Sensitivity: When applied to assessments, the accuracy of identification of
someone with a language impairment as being language impaired.
Sensorineural (Hearing Loss): Hearing loss stemming from inner ear (cochlear) or
nerve dysfunction. This type of hearing loss is permanent.
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Setting: In narratives, information related to where and when the story occurs
(whether general or specific).
Specificity: When applied to assessments, the accuracy of identification of
someone who is typically-developing as being typically-developing.
Story Elements: Though components vary depending on the source, according to
the Test of Narrative Language, a problem, conflict or an event that motivates the
characters’ action, actions and events, indicating temporal (or time) relationships between
actions or events (via “and,” “then,” or adverbial phrases/clauses), indicating causal
relationships between actions or events (via “so,” “since,” etc.), consequence or
resolution, and a provided ending.
Type (of Hearing Loss): Relates to the part of the hearing/auditory system that is
not functioning properly. Different areas result in different types of hearing loss.
Vocabulary: The words selected to convey the narrative. This can include object
descriptions and pronoun references, which are emphasized in the TNL.
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